
THE NASSAU LIBRARY SYSTEM
THE LOWER CONCOURSE 0 ROOSEVELT FIELD 0 GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK 11530 0 516 741-0060

ANDREW GEDDES, DIRECTOR

Mr . Woody Vasulka
257 Franklin Street
Buffalo, N .Y . 14202

Dear Mr . Vasulka :

EJH :ap

May 1, 1974

Everyone is very pleased that you will be able to be
us at the Port Washington Public Library for our workshop
May 30th . We look forward to meeting you and seeing your
videotapes .

The program shapes up as follows :

TITLE : Video : Art Form and Social Tool

9 :30 - 10 :00 am Coffee Time
10 :00 - 11 :00 am Edward deSciora
11 :00 - 12:30 pm Woody Vasulka

- 7 7 -13

with
on

In addition to the invitations extended in Nassau County,
invitations will also go to Bill Sloan (New York), Loretta
Winkler (Westchester), Leon Karpel (Mid-Hudson), and Laurel
Meinig (Cornell) .

	

Should you wish to invite anyone else, please
feel free to do so but do let me know how many are likely to
come .

Arrangements have been made to have set up one U-Matic 3/4"
player and four TV receivers . Please send your sketch of the
preferred layout as soon as possible .

Trains leave Penn Station in New York at 8 :50 and 9 :50 am
and arrive in Port Washington at 9 :28 and 10 :28 .

	

I will meet
you at the station and bring you to the library if you let me
know which train you prefer.

Please telephone me at the number given in the letterhead
any weekday between 8 :30 and 4 :30 pm if I can be of further
help to you .

Sincerely yours,

M7.1- ,
Edward J.Aingers ;
Audiovisual Consult4n
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Chimera Foundation for Dance, Inc.
344West 36 Street

	

Murray Louis Dance Company
New York, N.Y . 10018

	

279-1698
212-279-1697-8

	

Nikolais Dance Theatre'
279-1698

In residence at The Space

	

Louis-Nikolais Dance Theatre Lab
279-1697

Murray Louis&Alwin Nikolais : Artistic Directors
Betty Young: Administrative Director 279-1697
Murray Farr : Managing Director 279-1698

Chimera Foundation for Dance, Inc. is a non-profit, educational and cultural organization .



ACM/SIGLASH-NYU CONFERENCE ON COMPUTING IN THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES
251 Mercer Street, New York University

	

October 2123, 1977

Cosponsored by ACM/SIGLASH (Association for Comp;	utibgMachinery/Special
Interest Group in Language, the Arts and Studies in the Rumanities) and
the New York University Department of Computer Science .

Friday evening October 21st

5:00 on, Lobby

7 :30, Room 109

8 :30, Room 109

Registration

COMPUTING IN THE ARTS AND HUMANIT

	

IS IT A NW MEDIUM, A TOOL,
OR A'DISTRACTIONY 'Opening Panel .
Tom Chinlund, moderator, Computer Scientist, Columbia University .
Charles Dodge, Composer, Brooklyn College and Columbia University .
Nam June Paik, Video Artist.
Woody Vasulka, Video and Film Artist, State University of New York,
Buffalo.

Kenneth Knowlton, Computer Artist, Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill,
New Jersey.

COMPUTER GRAPHICS : A SCREENING OF VIDEO AND FILM WORKS .
Presented by George Chaikin, Computer Artist; Brain Research
Laboratory, New York University Medical Center.

VIDEO PROGRAM.
ipe Poemr-Patsy Scala

	

6 min.

"Philharmonic" -Tom DeWitt (assisted by Phil Edelstein)

	

10 min.

"Ambiguous Motion" -Kenneth Knowlton (black and white, silent) 10 min.

"The Matter" -Woody Vasulka

	

4 min .

"C-Trend" -Woody Vasulka

	

10 min .

"Merce and Marcel" -Nam June Paik & Shigeko Kobuta (with contri-
butions by Woody & Steina Vasulka, Nancy Graves, Jean Marie Drot,
Russell Connor)

	

15 min .

"Computer Sampler" -Bill & Louise Etra

"Excerpts from Untitled Video" -Laurie

"Temple" -Vibeke Sorensen

"Fresh Fruit from Florida" -Vibeke-6orensen--with . music. by,
Roger Meyers

	

5-mina

FILM PROGRAM.
Cows -Kenneth Kahn (16 mm.)

Super-8 by Bill & Louise Etra

"Grazing" -Woody Vasulka (16 mm .)

10 min .

Spiegel

	

5 min.

5 min. . .



ACM/SIGLASH-NYU CONFERENCE ON COMPUTING IN THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES
251 Mercer Street, New York University

	

October 21-23, 1977

Saturday morning, October 22nd

8 :30 on, Lobby

	

Registration (Coffee served 9 :00-10 :00)

9 :00 on,

	

BOOK DISPLAY.
13th floor

	

Arranged by Joseph Raben, Editor, Computers and the
lounge

	

Queens College, City University of New York .

9 :30, Room 109

10 :00, Room 101

(page 2 )

Humanities,

AN ARTIST'S CHALLENGE : WHY USE THE COMPUTER?

	

The participants will
discuss the role of the computer in the visual arts, in terms of
philosophy, how the computer has affected visual aesthetics, how the
artists on the panel have used the computer to create visual art.
The panelists will use slides, films and videotapes to demonstrate
their points . Discussion with the audience will be encouraged .

Joseph Scala, Coordinator of Computer Graphic Art Program,
Syracuse University.
Larry Bakke, College of
University.
Tal Streeter, Sculpture
Purchase .

Martha Griffin, Computer
School, New York.
Agnes Denes, Computer Artist, School of Visual Arts, New York .
Judson Rosebush, Computer Artist, Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering, Syracuse University .

9 :30, Room 102

	

MUSIC TAPE AND TALK SESSION .

Charles Dodge, Composer, Brooklyn College and Columbia University,
moderator .
Emmanuel Ghent-, .-Composer, Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey,
"Interactive Compositional Procedures ."

Jon Appleton, Composer, Dartmouth College, "Composers Languages vs .
Real Time Synthesis ."

Tracy Lind Peterson, Department of Music, University of Utah,
"Report on Recent Work ."

William Buxton, Computer Systems Research Center, University of
Toronto, ".Towards an Instrument for Both Composition and Performance .'

Joseph Raben, Editor, Computers in the Humanities , Queens College,
City University of New York .
Stephen Waite, Editor, Calculi , Kiewit Computation Center, Dartmouth
College .

Stanley Petrick, Watson Research Laboratory, IBM, Yorktown Heights .
Donald Ross, Department of English, University of Minnesota.

Room 109 SOUND AS A DIMENSION OF VISUAL MOVEMENT .

Visual and Performing Arts, Syracuse

Department, State University of New York,

Graphics, United Nations International

LITERARY ANALYSIS .

	

The panel will discuss whether the meaning of a
text is essential to its analysis by computer . The question will be
approachgd from several viewpoints : linguistic, statistical, and
stylistic .

Talk and demonstration .

Stephen R. Levine and Sara Bly, Lawrence Livermore Laboratories,
Livermore, California .



ACM/SIGLASH-NYU CONFERENCE ON COMPUTING IN THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES

	

(page 3)
251 Mercer Street, New York University

	

October 21-23, 1977

Saturday afternoon and evening, October 22nd

12 :00 on, Lobby

	

Registration

12 :00-5 :00

	

BOOK DISPLAY.
13th floor

	

Arranged by Joseph Raben, Editor, Computers and the Humanities,
lounge

	

Queens College, City University of New York .

1 :00-5:00

	

CONTINUOUS OPEN SCREENING OF VIDEO WORKS .
13th floor

	

Arranged by George Chaikin, Computer Artist ; Brain Research
lounge

	

Laboratory, New York University Medical Center .

1 :30, Room 109

	

COMPUTER FASHION SHOW . A collaborative effort by Syracuse University
students in the Experimental Studios Computer Graphic Division,
Textile Design Department, Fashion Design Program, and Fiber Art
Department . The fashions use computer graphics, not only in fabric
patterning, but in some cases in creating the form of the clothing .

Presented by Joseph Scala, Coordinator of Computer Graphic Art
Program, Syracuse University .

2 :30, Room 109

	

CAN A COMPUTER UNDERSTAND NATURAL LANGUAGE? Methods, limits, and
possibilities of computerized language processing.

Christine A . Montgomery, Operating Systems, Inc ., Woodland Hills,
California.

	

(Computer Science)
Naomi Sager, Linguistic String Project, New York University .
(Computational Linguistics)

Marvin Minsky, Donner Professor of Science, Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science Department, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology . (Artificial Intelligence)
George Miller, Professor, The Rockefeller University .

	

(Psychology)

2 :30, Room 102

	

COMPOSITION AND MUSIC ANALYSIS : COMPUTER TOOLS IN COMMON?

3 :00 and x+ :00

	

DANCE DEMONSTRATION WITH COMPUTER-CONTROLLED LIGHTING.
Studio

	

Mimi Garrard Dance Company . Performance at Ms . Garrard's studio,
(see at right)

	

150 Wooster Street (corner of Houston Street--see map) .

Harry B . Lincoln, Department of Music, State University of New York,
Binghampton .

Hubert Howe, Department of Music, Queens College, City University
of New York.

Gary Nelson, Department of Music, Oberlin College .
Gary WittlLch, Department of Music, Indiana University .

A system'of lighting which makes it possible for the lights to be
composed with the same degree of control and nuance as electronic
music . Subtle and rapid fluctuations in the intensity, position,
and color of the lighting are used to blend with or oppose syn
chronized musical and choreographic events .

"Dualities" -performed by Jill Feinberg and Alexander Wang
music by Emmanuel Ghent
choreography and lighting by Mimi Garrard
computer-controlled lighting system by James Seawright



ACM/SIGLASH-NYU CONFERENCE ON COMPUTING IN THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES (page 4 )
251 Mercer Street, New York University

	

October 21-23, 1977

Saturday afternoon and evening, October 22nd (continued)

x+ :30, Room 109

	

WHY SHOULD A POET USE A COMPUTER? A three-way challenge by three
poets, all of whom write traditional poetry, two of whom also use
the computer to augment their theories of poetry .

	

The session will
be in part a theatrical, multi-media argument, designed to be
entertaining as well as informative.

Patsy Scala, Video Artist and Poet, Adjunct Professor, College of
Visual and Performing Arts, Syracuse University .
Barry Jackson, Poet and Architect, Professor of Architecture,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute .

Stewart Brisby, Pbet and Book Editor, Vice President, LAURAC
Productions, Inc .

8 :00, Theatre

	

CONCERT OF COMPUTER MUSIC AND RECEPTION TO MEET THE COMPOSER .
(see at right)

	

Concert at McMillin Theatre, Columbia University, 116th Street and
Broadway (see map) .

TALK .
Jon Appleton, Composer, Dartmouth College .

WORKS .
"...of Quiet Desperation" - John Melby

"Woburn Story" -Charles Dodge

"In Deserto" -Jon Appleton

"My Blue Sky in California" -Jogi Yuasa

"Chowning" -Dexter Morrill

"Lasted,". -Dexter Morrill

Intermission

"Artifide (On Ferdinand's Reflection)"-Paul Lansky

"Inharmoriique" -Jean-Claude Risset



ACM/SIGLASH-NYU CONFERENCE ON COMPUTING IN THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES

	

(page 6)
251 Mercer Street, New York University

	

October 21-23, 1977

Conference Chairman

	

Naomi Sager, Linguistic String.Project, New York University
Conference Manager

	

Judy Clifford, Linguistic String Project, New York University

Program Committee

	

George Chaikin, Tom Chinlund, Charles Dodge, Christine
Montgomery, Joseph Raben, Naomi Sager, Joseph Scala

Badge logo, George Chaikin
Computer-generated banners, Henry Mullish

The concert on Saturday evening was made possible in part by MEET THE COMPOSER.

The Conference gratefully acknowledges technical assistance and the loan of
equipment from the following organizations :

PROJECTIVISION, New York City
Young Filmakers, Inc .-Media Equipment Resource Center, New York City
Alternate Media Center, New York University

THE CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS WILL BE PUBLISHED AS A SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
SIGLASH NEWSLETTER .



WORKSHOP WOODY VASULKA
Spring 1995 (date to be confirmed)

suggested length : 2 days
Woody's introduction to this workshop can be attended by a wider audience, could be held in
the evening prior to the workshop in the gallery space . Introduction would be a general
presentation by Woody on the work of the Vasulka's (past, present, future) preferably
combined with a presentation of one or two complete single screen works.

Title:
Should be something like : New Space, New Art? . New Art Space? New Space for Art?
subjects :
-interactivity
-behaviour and intelligence
-advantages/disadvantages ofusing virtual space . (creating ideal exhibition circumstances, is
that possible?)
-communication. Using Internet and WWW (and all the other options) as tool for the artists
personal convenience . For example: controlling your installation work from a distance while
it is exhibited Compiling information on and for yourself wherever you are . And ultimately:
distributing your work, or parts of it all around the world.
-talk about the Linz laser disk catalogue project.

Workshop might be a good occasion to give a new impuls to the exhibition control system
that was developed for the Imago exhibition. Therefore an inventory should be made of the
different elements of this system and how they should/could be updated

On the side :
-The idea has come up to publish a book/cd-rom entitled: The History of Media Art according
to the Vasulka's . MonteVideo, Netherlands Institute for Media Art should be the publisher.

(Fee : to be negotiated, baring in mind that an initial fee of USD 1.000 was already paid in
November during DEAF)
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Mr. Vasuika

Anzahl der Seden (Deckbiatt incl .) : 1
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Dear Mi- . Vasulka,

Your sutcervly

/ __
~ 14

Martina Ddnecke
Managerem

2EIT: 17:24

TELEFON: 001150b14117181

FAX: 0011505/4730614

TELEFON: 0351-346 2235VON. WnecRe
DIAF e.V .

	

FAX:

	

0351-346 2235

BETREFF:

	

Einladung zum 2. Internationalen Dresdner Symposium zum Animationsfilm

18 :33

P .002

we are pleased with your agreement oftaking part at our fall's symposium and like to welcome
you in our berwtiful Dresden,
The costs ohyQUr trip and night-lodging; will be paid by the institute .
We ask you to bay your tickets on your own, Please inform us about your departure and
arrival, which costs arise from your trip in your currency and which equipment . you'll need toyour pescaLahun,
The edition of a booklet hbout the symposium is planned . Therefore we ask you to put yourshort speech into writing (or on disc,) and take it along to Dresden .
Also we need ftom you ibrlhe promotion work same details ofyour vita and your artisticsucsctcs .
We are looking forward to a speedy reply .



Martina Bonecke
Deutsches Institut Mr
Animationsfilm e. V.
Schandauer Str. 64
01277 Dresden, Germany
Tel/Fax 0351/346 2235

Dear Ms. Bonecke,

Woody would be delighted to participate in your event, the Second
International Symposium for Animated Film, in Dresden on October 20 - 23. You
mentioned that you will cover the cost of his flight from Santa Fe, New Mexico to
Europe . Please be advised that a ticket from Santa Fe is considerably more
expensive than one from New York. The present fare runs approximately $1,200 US
dollars . If this is within you budget, please let us know immediately as this ticket
must be purchased soon to guarantee this fare .

Woody's current work deals with building multi media based installations
incorporating computer animation, electronic sound, robotics and environmental
controls . He is interested, also, in the development and assessment of the moving
image in the electronic environment .

For his presentation, he will be showing moving and still images. He will
need an hour to show and speak about this material . You may want to include
some extra time for questionsand answers, depending on the time allotments of
the Symposium .

If you need more detailed information, please contact Woody or me.

THEvASULKas

September 21, 1994

Sincerely,

Susan Hamilton for Woody

ROUTE 6 BOX 100 SANTA FE NEW MEXICO 87501

	

PHONE 505"471 " 7181 FAX 50.5"473"0614



Artpark

May 21, 1975

Woody Vasulka
257 Franklin Street
Buffalo, NY

Dear Woody :

It is a pleasure to formally invite you to participate in the 1975
Artpark program . The quality and diversity of ideas which are
planned for this summer are quite exciting, and I am delighted that
you will be with us .

Enclosed are two copies of the agreement which has been drawn up by
the Natural Heritage Trust, the governing body of Artpark . Please
read it carefully and make sure that it conforms to the understanding
between yourself and David Katzive and/or Rae Tyson . A brief para-
graph which describes your participation has been drafted and
attached to this agreement . If you have not already done so, we
would appreciate your sending us biographical information and a
photograph of yourself for our public relations office . This infor-
mation should be sent to Rae Tyson .

If you have any questions or problems about the agreement, please
call David Katzive or Rae Tyson . If it is satisfactory, please
sign both copies and return one in the enclosed self-addressed,
stamped envelope .

Again, I look forward to having you with us this summer .

David Midland
Acting Executive Director

DM/dce
Enclosure

Natural Heritage Trust; Artpark
South Swan Street Building
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223
Telephone: 474-2087

	

Area 518

1700 Broadway, 11th floor
New York, New York 10019
Telephone : 977-8260 Area 212
Cable : Artpark, New York

Lewiston State Arts Park
Box 37?, Lewiston, New York 14092
*Telephone. 7,5442-74 Area 716 745-3377



State University ofNewYork at Buffalo

'ACULTY OF ARTS AND LETTERS CENTER FOR MEDIA STUDY

Mr . Bohuslav Vasulka is now serving in the second of an initial three year

appointment as a non-tenured Associate Professor in the faculty of the Center for

Media Study . According to the regulations of the University, the Center's Faculty

must consider him for a tenured renewal of appointment at this time .

In considering his candidacy for tenure, the Faculty systematically reviews ...

with the participation of students and of outside evaluators, his teaching, his

research and creative activity, and his service to the University . The Committee on

Promotion and Tenure in the Faculty of Arts and Letters, the Academic Vice Presider.

and President Ketter, who forwards a recommendation to the University's Board of

Trustees, demand an intensive evaluation of his teaching performance, accompanied

by as much evidence as possible . It is for this reason that I am requesting, on

behalf of the Faculty, a letter from you about Mr . Vasulka's teaching, since you ha

been or are now one of his students . I would think that the main implication of

tenure, from the student point of view, is that a tenured person becomes a permanex.

member of the faculty.

I would request that you address a letter to me :

Dr . Gerald O'Grady, Director
Center for Media Study
Richmond Quadrangle, Bldg.#4
State University of New York at Buffalo
Buffalo, New York 14261

concerning your personal experience with and evaluation of Mr . Vasulka's teaching

by November 1, 1975 . If, instead of writing, you would prefer to discuss his candi(

with me personally, please telephone 636-2214 or 831-2304 for an appointment .

In your consideration of his teaching, you might wish to report on the

general organization of his syllabus for a course, his preparation, the quality of

his lectures, discussions, assignments and comments thereon, his classroom behavio:

and attitude, his availability for and attitude toward independent study, advising

counseling, writing recommendations, discussing grades, etc ., but you need not

restrict your remarks to these topics .

I would be personally most grateful if you would take the time to express

yourself on this matter as extensively and in as much detail as possible . Thank yo,

Sincerely,

Gerald O'Grady
Director (for the Faculty of the Center for Media. Study)

RICHMOND QUADRANGLE, ELLICOTT COMPLEX, BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14261 TEL . (716)636-2214



pctober 31, 1975

Mr . Gerald O'Grady
Director
Center for Media Study
Richmond Quadrangle
Ellicott Complex
State University of New York at Buffalo
Buffalo, New York 14261

Dear Gerry :

I'm delighted to speak in support of your nomination of Bohuslav Vasaulka
for a tenured position . As you know, Woody is a close personal friend
with whom I have worked closely almost since his arrival in the United
States, so what follows is bound to be passionately advocatory . And
yet, in a pioneering field such as video where the fight for funds, for
recognition of primacy and renown has been so keen, it speaks strongly
in Woody's behalf that he probably has more friends and able colleagues!
willing to share information with him than anyone else I know.

I first met Woody when he was working as a video engineer and editor
for Harvey Lloyd Productions in 1968-69 .

	

I had encountered video
recently at the National Film Board of Canada, where I was serving a
two-year stint as Executive Producer of the Challenge for Change pro-
gram, and came to New York; to find out it was being applied in my native
country . Even at that time everyone in the know said Woody was the guy
with the solid knowledge .

	

I found him open, interested in what we. had
been doing at NFS and willing to tolerate my technical inexpertness
t thout putting at doVf-by - insisting on his own superiority as so many
engineers are want to do .

	

(It is just these qualities that make Woody

A superior teacher .) When I came to NYU and started the Alternate
Media, Center in 1971, it was quite natural that we would call upon
Woody to be our consulting engineer .

During his two years w th,AMC, Woody was responsible for working out
the technical problems-that were causing managements of most CATV
systems to refuse- to broadcast half-inch video .

	

He designed not only
the procedures that they could follow successfully, but also helped
prepare, the tape% and literature that convinced a great many systems
to try. He also designed the technical aspects of our instructional,
program for producerk.

AI:I'L]UNIATE MEDU CENTER
AT NEW YORK UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF THE ARTS



Woody never neglected these duties . And yet we all knew that his main
interest was directed to the further reaches of video, to developing
video's potential as a medium for artistic expression and using it him-
self as a video artist .

	

Soon his work at the Kitchen made this primacy
clear .

	

Once again, Woody had found a way of sharing his private develop-
ments--both as an engineer and an artist--with video colleagues .

More and more as the years have gone by Woody, working almost always
with his wife Steina (who is herself both a video artist of great talent
and an engineer who can hold her own with the best), has turned his
attention to video as a medium for artistic expression . He is now
among the half-dozen practitioners of video whose work has broken through
the limitations of the cult to earn the attention and respect of the-
major-art critics of the world .

As a tenured faculty member myself, T know there is--and should be--an
evaluation for faculty members who are being proposed for permanent
status different from one that might be appropriate for those being
hired on a short-term basis . There are committee chores that come our
way ; there is always the greater concern for student-faculty relations ;
there is consideration of our interest in the future of the department
that should transcend our personal ambitions and expectations . At the
present time I am part of a tenure procedure here at NYU so these matters
are fresh in my mind . Giving your proposal of Woody this kind of scrutiny
I can say without hesitation that he holds up extremely well on all
county . Would that we had him here at NY'U-I

Cordially,

George C. Stoney.
Director

GS : Bb
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State University of New York
99 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York 12210

Office of Vice Chancellor for
Academic Programs

November 14, 1974

Mr. Woody Vasulka
267 Franklin Street
Buffalo, New York 14202

Dear Woody :

We are pleased that you were able to accept Gerry O'Grady's invitation
to our conference on "Educational Communications Centers and The Tele-
vision Arts" at State University at Albany on November 21-22, 1974,
and we look forward to seeing you then.

We have made reservations on Thursday night for you at Travelodge,
1230 Western Avenue, Albany (518/489-4423) . We will reimburse you
for the travel and motel, as well as for dinner ($5 .00) on Thursday,
breakfast ($1 .65) and lunch ($1 .65) on Friday . . These are the amounts
allowed by the state budget office, and we must have the receipts
from you, so be sure to keep them.

The conference registration will be held in the Educational Communi-
cations Center at the Albany campus .

	

If you have any questions,
please call me at 518/474-4962 .

Sincerely,

Patricia Kerr Ross
Associate for the Arts

PKR:sll
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State University of New York
99 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York 12210

Office of Vice Chancellor for
Academic Programs

Ms . Steina Vasulka
257 Franklin Street
Buffalo, New York, 14202

Sincerely,

r

We are pleased that you were able to accept Gerry O'Grady's invitation
to our Conference on "Educational Communication Centers and the Tele-
vision Arts" at University Center/Albany on November 21-22, and we look
forward to seeing you then .

We have made a reservation for you Thursday night at the Travelodge,
1230 Western Avenue, Albany (518/489-4423) . We will reimburse you
for the travel and motel, as well as for dinner ($5 .80) on Thursday,
breakfast ($1 .65) and lunch ($1 .65) on Friday . These are the amounts
allowed by the state budget office, and we must have receipts from
you, so be sure to keep them.

	

We are also able to offer you an hono-
rarium of $150 .00 for your two-day participation in the Conference .

The Conference will be held in the Educational Comrmmications Center
and the Campus Center at the Albany campus .

If you have any questions, please call me at 518/474-4962 .

Patricia Kerr Ross
Associate for the Arts

J



The New England Center

	

-

	

_

	

Durham, New Hampshire 03824
Conference Center 603,,/'862-2800for Continuing Education

Woody Vasulka
257 Franklin Street
Buffalo, N .Y . 14202

Woody,

On The enclosed sheet there is a conceptual, philosophical explanation
of the conference .

I am excited about the conference because all other symposiums at the
University of New Hampshire have been on film .

	

One conference last
October had a portion devoted to video but this will be the first con-
ference devoted exclusively to video system. When we run a conference
it is basically from a selfish attitude . We wnat to see works that we
haven't seen before ; and I have never seen anything done by you and I
am looking foward to it .
We can broadcast tapes through the New England Center in the evenings
and if you have any programs we could cablecast please bring them along .
On the phone I asked you if it was possible for you to bring along some
of your technology so that participants could see how you work and possibly
try it themselves .

	

Is there any way we could rent equiptment to create
a simple operation?

I have given you a $450 .00 honorarium (which will include your transport-
ation), plus $53 .34 to cover room and meals for 3 days .

	

If this is un-
satisfactory please advice me .

When oyu have some idea of the perameters of your program drop me a line.
I'm very anxious to see you and your work. If you have any suggestions
please include them .

Thank you . . .

August 27, 1974

Mark Massi

media assistant/Nec



The New England Center

	

Durham, New Hampshire 03824
for Continuing Education

	

Conference Center 603;/862-2800

This program will center on the need to expand the current use of video
within a "future concept" of advances in hardware technology . Portable
video equiptment is rapidly moving us away from an expensive, one-way,
communication structure toward an inexpensive, two-way, communication
system ; a system that will demonstrate our needs through a difused, self-
generated communicative network . This begins with a re-education of our
thought patterns concerning video usage . Most application of video
(portable or otherwise) is still done for a passive audience . Little of it,
including major network documentaries and experiments, ever puts the
equiptment in the hands of the individuals, allowing them to generate their
own ideas and demonstrate his/her needs and discoveries . There is an ever-
increasing awareness that this attitude must change if our socio-personal
existence is to survive . Our community and personal lives have lost their
cohesion and effective flavor due to a national syndication of opinion and
attitude .
Educators as well as individuals must increase their expertise of video rools ;
with porta-paks as well as their community cable stations . We must learn to
use the equiptment as a means to generate a variety of questions and responses
to inputs from our environments . An educator must help a person shape his/her
own content whether it be a community shared,problem or an artistic, individual
response . As a living environment we must be able to reach out and make choices
rather than accept a given answer or wait for a change in national attitude .
Programs will demonstrate the present state of video hardware and begin a
dialogue on the software of the next decade ; how we can best acquaint ourselves
with it and where we can go-with it .

VIDEO IMAGE NATION



FRIDAY

room registration
all day

conference registration
4 :00-6 :00

6 :00 Introductory
remarks

6 :15
GENE YOUNGBLOOD

"A Self-Observing System-
The Video Revolution in
America"

HANDS-ON continued

Fred Barzack

WGBH-TV Cambridge, Hass .

4 : 00

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

SATURDAY

Breakfast 7 :30-8 :15

SUNDAY

no breakfast . try Young's
8 :30 1 Restuarant in Durham

Kit Laybourne
CENTER FOR UNDERSTANDING 9 :00-11 :30
MEDIA HANDS-ON

Panasonic, Sony, Advent, etc .coffee 10 :00-10 :15

Workshop descriptions :

Rebecca K ., Nike S .,
Phil W ., David R .,
Jean S ., etc



The New England Center

	

Durham, New Hampshire 03824
Conference Center 603/862-2800for Continuing Education
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February 3, 1991

Woody Vasulka
Rt . 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Dear Woody,

Rensselaer
Department of the Arts

ih,9k Studios

On behalf of the Department of Arts' TEAR Studios, I'm extending you an invitation
to become a Branscomb Distinguished Artists-in-Residence in our video/multi-
media area during the Spring of 1991 . Indeed it will be an honor and a pleasure to
add your artistic expertise to our artist-in-residence series . We will need to
arrange a date that will accommodate your schedule as well as our academic
calendar .

The Branscomb Distinguished Artist-in-Residence Series is the product of a
gracious donation by Anne Branscomb in combination with matching gifts from
IBM and Mobil . The series has been functioning as a brief intensive - working
collaboratively with students on a brief project of your design, discussing your
work, reviewing theirs . The residency is then capped by a public
lecture/viewing highlighting your artistic work and interests as well as any
collaborative efforts that may have come from your visit . This is intentionally a
rather loose description, as it is our objective to promote the tailoring of each of
our visiting situations to the artists needs and desires, to the best of our ability .

The students you will be working with will be video and computer/multi- media
students of mine and of Miroslaw Rogala - but, they are non-art majors
(Engineering, Computer Science, etc .) . However, they will all be highly motivated
and interested in the arts, with varying degrees of expertise in electronics and
computing . I will be your faculty contact for the residency (office 518 . 276-4783 /
home# 274-8554).

You should also be aware of the semester dates, as it will be necessary to
coordinate your visit within the limits of academia . The current Spring semester
ends May 1, with a Spring break from March 9-17 . Obviously, it would be wise not
to plan a visit too late in the semester - the last week of classes . Additionally, it
appears that the entire TEAR faculty will be at NAB the week of April 15th-18th.
As we discussed most -of this previously, I will be calling you in a few days because
its critical to pin down ;the dates soon.

As a Branscomb Distinguished Artist-in-Residence you will, receive an artists fee
of $2,500 . (I'll need your SS#for processing). Additionally, we will cover your
round trip travel from New Mexico to Troy, which the Department will arrange
along with hotel accommodations as soon as we settle the dates -and provide a few
dinner engagements for socialization .

Fax: (518) 276-4780
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 9 Troy, New York 12180-3590 " (518) 276-4778



12/5/90

Dear Woody;

I just want to thank you for your participation
in our panel discussion "Is It Art Yet ?" .

According to the comments I've heard , we were a
successes (at least as successful as any one can
be at 10 AM on a Friday morning) .

I have the feeling that we could get into a very
interesting discourse on this subject in a less
formal setting and a more civilized time -of-day
(or night) . Let's keep that in mind for sometime
in the future .

I thank you again on behalf of the Rio Grand,
ACM SIGGRAPH organization and EXPO '90 .

Bruce Papier



N""Oro di ft~x : 001/50547306514

FAX dQ : COHNFLYO BRANDINT
Nurnoro di xax ; 06/6052426
""n her telePhone : 06/+5869705

Alla cortome attenzione di :

	

WOOOY VAgULKA

NtImar<a di ptgjine (Includa la proSente) ;

	

1

cano di rjCezjOx,e nOra chiara o incompanta

MLIyAGOIO:

DOM' Woody VAIDUlka,

T corrfir'm Lhe organizat on for your coferenCe that you are ivi ag n the
1~~ and iat}~ of May 1991, in Rome . Centro Tntern$ai,c>nale di $rara, c/o
CTRCOLO DZGLT ARTISTS, Via Monte dells Farina SO/5l,

have already taken care of your stay in Rome

YOUJ's fnith Ully

GENERAL MANAGER

Roma, 18/4/91

chia~, e i numari 06/G$697a5

'08/6892431

0



VIDEO/CULTURE

Mr . Woody Vasulka
Rt . 6, Box 100
Santa -Fe-,-- NM -7-5-01 --

Dear Woody,

We are delighted that you are able to participate in our Festival .

We are confirming your participation in the p .m. symposium of
Day 1 called "Push and Pull ." The honorarium is one hundred
dollars(Canadian)for speaking on this panel, as well as
accommodation and perdiem for three days . Unfortunately
we cannot afford to cover the costs of a 6 day stay,
however, should you be interested in staying for the entire
6 days of the Festival, please call us as soon as possible
and we would be pleased to make your hotel reservation .

We will also be covering your return air fare .
Please acknowledge your confirmation as soon as possible .
We will be phoning you to confirm the flight schedule .

Thank you very much for your co-operation .

Sincerely,

RO/ak

411 GORDON BAKER ROAD,

WILLOWDALE, ONTARIO,

CANADA M2H 2S6.

I

Renya Onasick
Executive Producer/Director

	

Executive Producer/Director

(476) 499-1414

Sept . 13, 1983



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE / P.O. Box 413, Milwaukee, WI 53201

center for twentieth century studies
College of Letters and Science
Curtin Hall (414) 963-4141

April 1, 1977

Mr . Woody Vasulka
257 Franklin Street
Buffalo, New York 14202

Dear Mr . Vasulka :

If you are interested in having a cassette recording of your presenta-
tion or workshop, please notify me . I am presently duplicating tapes
of the conference and it would be easy to make an extra copy if you
would have use for it . I will warn you in advance that our equipment
does not produce broadcast quality tapes, but they are of a listenable
nature .

	

I ask only that you let me know soon so that I can complete
this work by the end of this present semester .

Cordially,

BD/ma

Bob Dickey
Center Specialist



July 17, 1992

Woody Vasulka
Route #6, Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Dear Woody Vasulka,

This letter confirms our telephone agreement that you will present a lecture in our
Department Lecture Series following informal critiques with some of our students . Your
lecture will be on Tuesday, October 13, 1992 at 5:00 p.m. in Doherty Hall 2315. If time
permits, we would like to invite you to dine with several of our faculty following the lecture.
Your honorarium of $1,100 will be paid to you by check on the day of your lecture.

Enclosed are the following:

"

	

Two original Agreements - please sign and return one in the pre-addressed envelope
immediately.

Department of Art
College ofFine Arts
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213-3890
412-268-2409

Lecture Worksheet - please complete and return in the pre-addressed envelope
immediately.

Speaker/Lecture Information Sheet - for your information.

Please send detailed biographical information and/or resume immediately so that we can
develop a brochure. Photos, if available, would be helpful for press materials. Enclosed is a
sample of last years lecture series brochure . How would you like to be titled on our
brochure?

We will cover the cost of your round-trip tourist class airfare to Pittsburgh (or equivalent) .
We presume that you would fly in on the October 12 and return the evening of the 14th.
Please let us know by July 20, if we presume correctly so tickets can be sent to you. Once
your travel plans are confirmed, we will arrange your accommodations and transportation to
and from the airport in Pittsburgh .

I look forward to your being here and to working with you on this event. Please let me know
if you have any question .

Sincerely,

Susanne Slavick
Associate Professor ofArt
Chair, Department Lecture Series
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University of Southern CaliforniaCENTER FOR
THE HUMANITIES

Doheny Memorial Library 303, University Park, Los Angeles, CA 90007 / Telephone (213) 746-7951

May 18, 1977

Dear Panelists and Workshop Directors :

So that no misunderstandings arise later, I want to
remind you that unless I have had a request from you
MLA will not reimburse travel or other costs for the
December Formn "Moving Images : Makers and Producers
of the Ponular and the Avant-Garde" .

	

If you have made
such a request I have enclosed a copy of the budqet request
form to be forwarded to the MLA Conference Coordinator .
MLA will cover rental costs of film and videotapes,
projection equiweant and equipment operators .

sincerelv,

Enclosures

PG :mh

cc : Elaine Reed
t
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The Annenberg Center for Communication
and the

Fisher Gallery
are pleased to invite you to

TECHNOLOGICAL RITUALS

a two-day workshop devoted to exploring the nexus between artists and
technology, organized by Rosanna Albertini, Annenberg Visiting Scholar.

John Dykstra
Patrick Robert O'Neill

Sara Roberts
and

Woody Vasulka ' ..'

will share their personal visions as exemplified by their most recent work.
You have a chance to participate in a dialogue with an outstanding group of

artists and academic specialists from a wide-range of disciplines.

Please join us on Saturday, February 10 and Sunday, February 11 at 8:30 AM at
Kerckhoff Hall, 734 West Adams Boulevard, Los Angeles. Parking is available
in the lot directly weft of the building, accessible at the corner of 27th Street

and University Avenue .

Refreshments and lunch are provided on both days .



INTRODUCTION

THE ANNENBERG DIALOGUES

TECHNOLOGICAL RITUALS
Seminar, February 10-11, 1996

Four artists who are also inventors of their tools have been invited from outside
USC to show and introduce their most recent art work : Woody Vasulka will show slides
from his interactive automaton and talk about interactive space (the real piece is to large
and expensive to install) ; Pat O'Neill will bring his last 35mm experimental film Big
Things, Lots of Things (for its first preview) and his One Frame Movies printed on
paper; John Dykstra will have images and fragments from the process of making visual
effects for Batman; Sara Roberts will come with some pieces from her computer-video
installation Elective Affinities, based on human relationships . The room of the seminar at
the Annenberg Center will contain the pieces or documentation, except for the films,
which require a projection room. In addition we will have a monitor for videotapes, and
audio equipment to record all the proceedings . The room will become a laboratory
providing the invited teachers and scholars, primarily from the USC faculty, the
possibility to develop a first hand experience of artistic processes and devices together
with the authors .

The first day will be devoted to the artist's presentations . Each artist is free to
organize his own space and time, having two hours to present his or her work and ideas.
From 8:30 a.m . through 6 :30 p.m . or more, depending on what happens. The second
day will be general discussion .

This seminar has been conceived as an experiment in social and intellectual
conversation . It's important to ~p_sitting around the same table . Participants have been
chosen from many different departments and programs : Critical Studies and Film
Production, Visual Arts, Visual Anthropology, English Literature, Comparative
Literature, Psychiatry, Communication, Computer Science (including robotics),
Neurosciences, Chemistry, Engineering . In many cases they do not know each other,
and most of them have never worked together .

The seminar is about communication in the most specific sense : as a personal
dialogue between the artsts and their tools; between scholars and artists about
language and narration, not necessarily verbal ; between the face to face expression of
feelings and ideas and the,artificial ambiance of technological tools altering the measure
of human perception .



The artist's relationship to their tools is a search with impossible aims, usually
conflicting with practical issues, often an involuntary revelation of essential limits that are
normally ignored by the mythological vision of cyberspace or new technologies . An
unveiled observation, a free discussion focused on four peculiar experiences, could be a
way to develop ideas on art, science and technology in this attempt at an
interdisciplinary meeting .

In a research center production and ideas can not be separate . Industrial
production is increasingly looking for artists who can contribute creatively, independent
of their technical skill . If the lack of ideas does not help the diffusion of technological
devices, the lack of feelings in the intellectual community inhibits the growth of a deep
knowledge . I am not pretending this seminar to be a paradise, I only hope it can open a
space, a friendly ambiance where scholars, artists and technicians can appreciate each
other . This could be called, perhaps, a space of renaissance .

-Rosanna Albertini



Invited artist

	

JOHN DYKSTRA

Biography

TECHNOLOGICAL RITUALS

John Dykstra came to the entertainment industry from a background in
Industrial Design and Still Photography . At age 22, he worked with Doug Trumbull on
a film called Silent Running, as a part of a team, designing, building models and doing
effects photography. Following that film, John helped to design, build and use a
computer controlled camera system for the National Science Foundation at UC
Berkeley .

Returning with what was the beginnings of motion control technology, John
went back to work for Doug Trumbull in the development phases of amusement park
simulator rides and other advanced image-based entertainment schemes . John then
joined Gary Kurtz and George Lucas and for them he created Industrial Light and
Magic, assembling the creative group that would design and build the camera system,
design and build the miniatures, and finally use those camera systems to photograph
the models and produce the film sequences that won for Star Wars and John an
Academy Award for visual effects . John also was presented an Academy Technical
Achievement Award for the Industrial Light and Magic facility itself .

Next came "Battlestar Galactica ." Glen Larson hired John as a producer and
visual effects supervisor . John gathered together the key players from the Star Wars
crew, and the special effects company Apogee was founded . This new company
began using Apple's first personal computers as the basis for its motion imaging
systems . The effects for "Battlestar Galactica" won an Emmy. Apogee was completely
retooled in 1979 with the next generation of visual effects equipment . John, Doug
Trumbull and the visual effects team received an Academy award nomination for their
work on Star Trek: The Movie.

Through Apogee John contributed visual effects to feature films, directed
commercials, directed theme park entertainments and video games. Under John's
direction Apogee developed bench mark motion control and blue screen technologies .
For the past two years John has been directing commercials . John's reentry into the
feature world came with the completion of Batman Forever. John will be continuing his
relationship with Warner Bros. on a yet to be announced film .



Invited artist

	

SARA ROBERTS

Biography

'

	

Sara Roberts received an MFA from the California College of Arts and Crafts in
1988. Her thesis project, the interactive video installation Early Programming has
shown at the San Francisco Arts Commission Gallery (1989) and the Long Beach
Museum of Art (1990) .

She collaborated with media artist Lynn Hershman on interactive installations,
Deep Contact (1990) and A Room of One's Own (1992), shown internationally,
including Ars Electronica '89, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, Images du
Futur '91 in Montreal, Carpenter Center at Harvard, Montage '93 in Rochester NY,
International center for Photography, Midtown, NY, and in Cologne, Munich, Bonn, and
Karlsruhe, Germany.

In 1993 she was a resident at the Djerassi Foundation, and her interactive
sculpture The Digital Museum was commissioned by Silicon Graphics for the
Interactive Gallery at the Seybold Conference, Moscone Center, San Francisco . In
1994 she received a WESTAF grant for New Genres, and premiered a large scale
work, Elective Affinities, at the new Yerba Buena Center for the Arts in San Francisco .

She is a founding member of "Techne", a group of artists working with
ubiquitous (off the screen) interactivity, and collaborates frequently with the
artist/architect Donna Schumacher .

She has taught at San Francisco State University, The San Francisco Art
Institute, and the California College of Arts and Crafts and is now teaching in the newly
forming Integrated Media Program at the California Institute of Arts . She has also
worked extensively in feature film editing and sound at Zoetrope Studios and
Skywalker Sound, North .



Invited artist

	

WOODY VASULKA

Biography

Woody Vasulka was born Bohuslav Vasulka in Brno, Czechoslovakja, in 1937.
He studied metal technology and hydraulic mechanics at the School of Industrial
Engineering, Brno, where he received a baccalaureate degree in 1956 . In 1964 he
graduated from the Academy of Performing Arts, Faculty of Film and Television,
Prague, where he was awarded a Diploma in Production and Direction of
Documentary Films . Woody and Steina met in Prague in 1962 and were married there
in 1964. In 1965 they emigrated to the United States and settled in New York City . For
the next few years, Woody worked as a film editor with Francis Thompson and as a
designer and editor of multi-screens exhibits, as well as a technical adviser to the
Alternate Media Center and Electronic Arts Intermix .

The Vasulkas began working with video in 1969 and in 1971, with Andres
Mannik, they founded The Kitchen as an electronic media theater for video, film, music,
and performance. With Steina, Woody has been an artist in residence at the National
Center for Experiments in Television (NCET) at KQED in San Francisco and at
WNET/Thirteen in New York .

From 1973 to 1979, he was an Associate professor at the Center for Media
Study, State University of New York, Buffalo .

In 1974, Woody acquired a Rutt/Etra scan processor and, in 1976, with Jeffrey
Schier began to build the Digital Image Articulator, a digital computer imaging system
that has been central to his work . Through the late 1970s, Woody's efforts were
concentrated on completing the Imager and on designing an imaging model for
computers, known as the Syntax of Bynary Images. In 1980, the Vasulkas moved to
Santa Fe, New Mexico, where Woody has produced two major works using the
Rutt/Etra scan processor and the Digital Image Articulator : The Commission (1983)
and Art of Memory (1987-88) ., _

Woody has received funding from the New York State Council on the Arts
(NYSCA), Creative Artists Public Service (CAPS), the National Endowment for the Arts
(NEA), the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, the Guggenheim Foundation, and the
Western State Arts Division .



Invited artist

	

PATRICK ROBERT "PAT" O'NEILL

Biography

Born June 28, 1939, in Los Angeles, California .
Attended the University of California, Los Angeles, receiving Bachelor's Degree in

1962, and Master of Arts from School of Art in June 1964, specializing in
Graphic Design and Photography.

Completed film By the Sea, a collaboration with Robert Abel, in 1963, and Bump City
in 1964 .

Worked intensively in sculptural assemblage during the years 1964-1969 .
One-person shows at Orlando Gallery, 1966 and 1967.
Instructor, Mount St. Mary's College, Art Department, 1964-66 .
Assistant Professor, UCLA Art Department, 1966-67, teaching photography .
Seventy three sixty two completed May, 1967.
One-Person Show, Esther Robles Gallery, Los Angeles, 1968, showing large lacquer-

surfaced fiberglass shapes.
Runs Good, completed January, 1970. First Prize, Ann Arbor Film Festival .
Joined the faculty of California Institute of the Arts in its formative year, 1970; Assistant

Dean, School of Film-Video, through 1975.
Easy Out and The Last of the Persimmons completed in 1972.
Down Wind completed 1973 ; First Prize, Ann Arbor Film Festival .
American Film Institute, Filmmakers Grant, 1974.
Saugus Series completed 1974. Tom Berman Award, Ann Arbor Film Festival .
Founded Lookout Mountain Films, March, 1974, a special-effects and optical printing

company, to do commercial projects and act as an equipment base for
independent experimental work. This unit has remained active to the present
day.

Founding member of "OASIS", a film-exhibition cooperative, which staged screenings
of independent films at Los Angeles Institute for Contemporary Art (LAICA), and
other sites, through 1981 .

Sidewinders' Delta, completed 1976 .
Two Sweeps film installation, Mount San Antonio College, November, 1977.
Foregrounds and Sleeping Dogs (Never Lie), completed 1978 .
Filmmaking grant from the National Endowment for the Arts, for Let's Make A

Sandwich, a continuous projection film installation first shown at Los Angeles
Contemporary Exhibitions (L.A.C.E .), October, 1982.

1980: Began time-lapse photography in Owens Valley and Inyo County, California, on
what was to become Water and Power.

Receiving filmmaking grant from the National Endowment for the Arts in 1982. Began
collaboration with Mark Madel on the construction and software for a portable
computer-operated motion-control camera system . Development continued
through Fall, 1984

1980-85 : Made a series of-still photography composites .
January-March, 1987: Photography for Water and Power in downtown Los Angeles

and San Francisco . July-August photography continued at Point Reyes and
Bolinal Lagoon, Marina County, California .

June, 1985-March, 1988: Editing and rephotography in progress for Water and Power.



1989-90 : Water and Power invited to numerous festivals, among them Telluride, New
York, London, Berlin, Sundance, Bombay.

1992: National Endowment for the Arts grant for Big Things, Lots of Things. . .
1993: Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship for

	

Decay of Fiction .
1993: Maya Deren Award, The American Film Institute .
1994: filming begins on Decay of Fiction in Los Angeles .
1995 : completed Big Things, Lots of Things. .
1995 : editing, writing of action continues on Decay of Fiction .
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THE GEOVUERY OF CONSCIOUSi~SS

~nai; CHAIKIIJ
BRAIN RESEARCH LABORATORY
OW YORK HEDICAL COLLEGE
FLaIER FIFTH AVEt4UE HOSPITAL
AT 106th STREET
tWV YORK, NEW YORK 10029

VISIBLE LANGUAGES : TOMUMS DLV-TMTWIC
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A DESCRIPTICI4 OF THE LANDSCAPE IMM4 113HICH COMPUTER

6;00 - 8:00 P.M.

	

DIIIISTER

MUSIC SYS"M4S ARE DFSIG:4EZ

JOEL CHADABE
LUARUVJT OF MUSIC
STATE UPIIVERSITY OF MI YORK AT ALBAL14Y
ALEAi1]Y, I\UV YORK 12222

5:00 P.M.

	

APPLICATIONS OF SPEECH SYidrIIUSIS TO INSIC

JOSEPH OLIVE
BELL
II)RRAY HILL, N. J.

	

07974
LABORATORIES

8:00 P.M.

	

MERATIVE SYSTEMS - THE MISSING M®IA

SCNIA SHERIDAN
SCHOOL OF THE ADC INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO
14ICHIGAN AVENUE AND ADAPJO STRER.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60603

9°00 P.M.

	

PUSICAL ROOTS IN THE AETFI;R;

	

VTDT)O PORTRAITS OF
COPTOSERS A10 THEIR WSIC

SF~F

	

~ SHORT SLBJECTS :

	

(1) CAST AND CREGJ,
(2) MANNERS, (3) ARE THERE P14Y QUESTIONS,
(4) TIMRE ° S ALWAYS A SCANDAL, (5) COPMTG ATTRACTIONS,
(6) INTER%IISSICN

THE'.FEATUPZ ; D°SHAT SHE THINKS

ROBED[' ASHLEY
DIRECTOR
CEL`= FOR CamaiPORARY msIC
MILLS COLLECT
OAKLAi11D, CA1,1 OPNIA 94613



11 DESIGNS TIC ARTS "

SATURDAY

	

BY IiWITATION CSiMY

	

r

	

i 12, 1977

1:00 - 3x00 P.M.

	

LUKE

AUDITORIUT1
MARINE HIDLAM BANt; - ETESTEM
WE PAR=E IIIDLARD CENTER
BUFFALO, i,01 YOIUC 14240

10 :00 A.M.

	

3-D DIC,ITIZEJG A.0 WTICN DESCRIPTICN

JAMES H. CLARK
II'TFORI,'IATIC[i SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORJIA AT SANTA CRUZ
SANi'A CRUZ, CA.

	

95064

11:00 A.M.

	

A DESCRIPTICId OF THE A1VDIA--II 3-D COIAR CCMPUMR
ANIMATIOU SYSTEP2

Cf- AP,LES CSURI
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH Cn, MR
1314 KINVEAR ROAD
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43212

12 HOW

	

SWMVISICH : All OVERVIENT

LARRY -ELlid
SYMmvisiail
3 6ESTCHESTER PLAZA
ELISFORD, Imo? YORK 10523

3:00 P.M.

	

HO67 TO APPLY WHAT YOU KNOW ABOUT ANALOG ELECTRCX.JIC
ART TO YOUR FIRST COt

	

ER

TCN DEFAIgTI
DEPAF0,04T OF CM-3ISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO CIRCI<E
BOX 4348
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60680

4 :00 P.M.

	

711E D

	

PROCESSOR DESIGQ, OPERATICN, USE

DAN SAMIIJ
DEPAIM'04T OF ART
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO CIR=
BOX 4348
CHICAGO, ILLII40IS 60680



5:00 P.M.

	

CROSSEYE, M'lERAL MOTORS - 1970-, RE-SCW7NING AT
EVE-1 A1a) EVE-88 AUD GLIVPSES OF OTIM ENTITIES IN
PROCESS

6-.- 00 - 8 :00 P.M.

	

DnaNER

PHIL PZORIai
1339 S. HALSTEAD STREET
CHICAGO, ILIM40IS 6060

8:00 P.M.

	

FPUM SLIT - SCA14 TO RASTER - SCAN

JOIN vdHIT'my
WrIO0 GRAPHICS
600 ERSA= DRIVE
PACIFIC PALISADES, CA 90272

9.00 PAL

	

AIU AZlD r1~Cffi4OLOGY

STAN VA14DERi3EvIC
DEPARZ'!."ENT OF ART
UNIVERSITY OF VA1ZYLAT:JD
BALTIMORE COUNTY
BALTIPriORE, 1AARYLAW 21201



10 :00 A.M.

	

PALTMIATICN

°' DESIG3/`r=Ra-dIC ARTS '

sum"

	

BY INVITATICN WLY

	

MAIM 13, 1977

1 :00 - 3 :00 P .M.

AUDITORIUM
E MIDIAJD BANK - U ESTER4

CHE IV99U E HIDLAND MiTER
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14240

TOM DEWITI'
111 NOR'lH PRE AVEfdUE
ALBANY, NE6I YORK 12203

11 :00 A.M.

	

DIGITAL r'EETS VIDEO:

	

THE BEST OF BOTH POSSIBLE
Ud0RLDS

PHILLIP EDETSIN
TECHNICAL SUPERVISOR
ELEcTnvic rusk STUDIES
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEVI YORK AT ALBANY
ALBAc1Y, NE64 YORK

	

12222

IaJ KATZ
COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS At4D SURGEGr1S
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
630 WEST 168th STREET
Ud YORK, - IWI YORK

	

10032

12 :00 NOW

	

COMPUTER CONTROL OF REAL THE TELEVISION DEVICES
AND DEVICES FOR MICRO-PROC ESSniG

VULLIA2 ETF"A
42 Ea 23rd STREET
14EW YORK, NEH YORK 10010



3-00 P.M.

	

ACOMPUTER - BASED VIDEO MMESIZER: PART I

4:00 P.M.

HARDWE

DON IvCARTHUR
EXPERIIZENTAL TELEVISION CECITER
164 COURT STREET
BNGJAMrCN, NEW YORK 13901

A

OF 100MFi'X E

6 : 00 - 8000 P.M.

	

DIISNEER

SOFA
BASED VIDEO SYNTHESIZER:

	

PART II

MLTER WRIGHTL
EXPERD04TAL TFJ.h'VISIad CERTER
164 COURT STREET
BINCFAMQ, NEfq YORK 13901

5:00 P.I0i.

	

THE TERRITORY, THE SUBJP.X'T AND THE TRA4SMISSION

WOODY VASTULKA
CE14TER FOR MEDIA STUDY
STATE UNIVERSITY OF IMd YORK AT BUFFALO
310 WENDE HALL
BUFFALO, IyE6J YORK. 14214



SUNDAY

8 :00 P .M.

	

!ZLICOTT BUILDING ARCADE
202 SOUTH DIVISION STR=
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14204

ROBERT ASHLEY

THE GREAT NORTHERN AUTOMOBILE PRESENCE

DAVID BEHRMAN

MUSIC FOR CORNET, MICPO-COMPUTER AND HC3Et,%DE ELECTRONICS

GORDON MfM - CORNET

	

KIb2 ONE - HARMONIC CHANGES

DAVID BST -

	

TICS JIM HORTON - COMPUTER PROGRAt4EER

ALVIN LUCIER

BIRD AaD PERSON DYNING (1975)

FOR PERFORMER WTtTH MICROPHONES, AMPLIFIERS, LOUDSPEAKERS AND
SOUND--PRODUCING OBJECT

GORDON TJUMyMA

PERFORMANCES BY THE SONIC ARTS UNION

PASSENGER PIDC9Oa

	

(1676 - 1976)

" DESIGJ/ELEC"TRONIC ARTS "

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

	

PARCH 13, 1977

CO-SPQNSORED BY THE CSNTER OF THE CREA'T'IVE AND PERFORP'II:aG ARTS, SONY/
BUFFALO, THE UNIVERSITY--WIDE COMMITTEE ON THE ARTS, AND FAT THE
COVPOSER, A PROJECT OF THE AMERICAN MUSIC CENTER, FUNDED BY THE
NEW YORK STATE COUNCIL ON THE ARTS



r'
	

The University of Wisconsin-MiNvaukee
-ki

	

P .O . Box 413, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

	

Area Code 414 : 963-41416A le
rA~66A
center for twentieth century studies
of the college of letters and science

Professor Woody Vasulka
257 Franklin Street
Buffalo, New York 14202

Dear Woody :

Everyone tells me your seminar at our International Conference on
Film/Theatre/Video was a huge success .

	

I want to thank you on behalf
of the Center and the campus for contributing again so brilliantly to
the intellectual excitement of this regional, nay, international event .
I missed your seminar becuase I cannot be everywhere at once, but I
hope to see your paper derived from it very soon . Please send it to us
so we can include it in the bundle we are trying to submit to a publish-
er within a month .

MB/ma

February 25, 1977

Cordially,

Michel Benamou
Director



State University of New York
99 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York

	

12210

Office of the Chancellor

Mr . Bohuslav Vasulka
State University at Buffalo
3435 Main Street
Buffalo, New York 14214

Dear Mr . Vasulka :

September 7, 1976

I am pleased to advise that you have been appointed
to continuing status as Associate Professor, at State Uni-
versity at Buffalo, effective September 1, 1976 .

The appointment is offered subject to the terms of
the Policies of the Board of Trustees . To indicate your
acceptance of this appointment, would you please sign the
endorsement on the enclosed copy of this letter and return
that copy to the office of the president at your campus .

Your contribution to State University is greatly
appreciated . I would like to extend my best wishes to you
on this appointment .

v

Cordially yours,

-games-. g .

	

Ke3l.y
. ._. . ..,t e

Acting Chancellor`"J



SCHOOL OF EOOCAT10N

V--D
Oil?//72~1/CG'P,Cl1

/1,9,001
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tr
M"vPou~ e/1G~ajd~~&

Woody Vasulka,
111 East 14 Street,
New York, N.Y.

Dear Sirs :

This summer, the School of Education at the University of
Massachusetts will again be organizing its annual summer workshops . Cne
of .these, to run during the week of July 19-23, will seek to explore the
relationship between television and people, with a special emphasis on
the recent innovations - both creative and technological - in TV C-'nd
video . In this regard, we feel that -the following videotapes that you
are distributing would be appropriate to our workshop :

Would you.please tell us whether or not it will be possible
to preview these tapes before making an order for rental . We also need
to know the rental fee, running length, and format of each tape, and
how far in advance we must order .

t .

~n~~ 01GG2

Return Add_ess :

March 20, 1971

Space Mass - Bird Can Fly Gallery.

;Thank you for this information .

P .O. Box 142,
South Deerfieldq Mass . 01373 .

Yours sincerely,

John LeBaron,
Workshop Co-ordinator,
Media Center .



Washington, D.C . 20540

Woody and Steina Vasulka,
1600 Old Pecos Trail
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Dear Woody,

I am confirming our conversation about the Congressional Seminar on

Computer Graphics scheduled for April 16 and 17 of this year . An agenda

for the seminar is enclosed . I would specifically like to ask for your

assistance in the last event of the seminar, a showing of films produced

with computer graphics techniques . Your work in this area has been highly

recommended to me and I hope to have some of your film represented at

the showing .

The showing will take place in a newly designed facility, available

in the Library of Congress . High resolution color monitors, VTR, and

film projectors will be available . I will make every effort to give credit

to you and your work . Should it be possible for you to come to Washington

for this event I would like you to provide some background remarks on your

work .

I have one preliminary request, that I be allowed to preview any material

which you wish to submit for showing as soon as possible .

Hoping to hear ftom you soon,

Library of Congress
CRS-SPR LM 413
Washington D.C .
20540

(202) 287-7062

Congressional Research Service
The Library of Congress

11 C Cl1T7F17pMFNT DpTpTTNC l1FFTl`F 4/19_775 7090

February 12, 1980

Sincerely

Jbrry 'Borrell
Coordinator,
Graphics Seminar
Planning Committee



I-
Y a O P

Washington, D.C . 20540

DAY ONE

	

DAY TWO
TUTORIAL : 9 :00-12 :15

	

APPLICATIONS CONTINUED 9 :00-12 :15
Minutes

	

Introduction
Introduction

	

15 Videotex
(Mr Gude and Rep . Gore)

	

Prestel-Hughes or Hooper 20
AT&T-Sullivan 20

What are Graphics?

	

40

	

Telidon-Smirle

	

20
Carl Machover

	

Intelmatique-Bright

	

20
80

How does Congress

	

COFFEE BREAK---------------------
use Graphics a) J . Price CRS 10

b) HIS

	

10

	

Teletext
c) SCC

	

_10

	

Antiope-Guillermin

	

20
85

	

Ceefax-McIntyre

	

20
COFFEE BREAK--------------------

	

40

b) Management Information
1) Paller AUI

	

10

	

LUNCHEON 12 :15-2 :00
2)

	

10

COFFEE BREAK---------------------

Congressional Research Service
The Library of Congress

CRS SEMINAR ON COMPUTER GRAPHICS

d) Management informatipn 20
Paller-AUI RECEPTION 5 :30

e) Medicine 50
Livingstone-USC COMPUTER GRAPHICS FILM FESTIVAL
Feldmann-NIH 7 :30-9 :00
Janson-MIT Peter Bloch-Zoetrope Films

f) Simulation 20 and/or Ray Lauzanna
Farmer-GE 90

RECEPTION 5 :30

MEMBER TOUR OF EXHIBITS 6 :00-7 :15
MEMBER/SPEAKER/CEO DINNER 7 :30

c) Publication J . Seybold

LUNCHEON 12 :15-2 :00-------------

APPLICATIONS 2 :15-5 :15 '

15
85

-

Flat Displays and Voice Synthesis
Overview-Rheingold 20
Toshiba or Sanyo speaker 10
Hughes-Gunther 10
Tex. Inst .- Lyon 15

55
a) Computer aided design 20 COFFEE BREAK---------------------

Orr-Orr Associates
b) Geographical Information 50 Policy considerations for Graphics

Walker-COMARC Telecommunications 20
Dangermond-ESRI Technology convergence 20

c) Urban-regional planning 20 Transborder flows/Intl . 15
90 Policy Development 25

80

How are graphics useful
to Congress : Intro . Borrell 5

SHORT BREAK----------------------

Entertainment
a) Geographical Information Catmull-Lucasf ilms 20

1) Merrill-Lawrence Berk .15 Demos-III 20
2) Teicholz-Harvard 15 40
3) Park-GE 15



Mathematics of Life for the Third Millennium

A mathematical tale by

Frangoise Chatelin

Third Culture Copenhagen

August 1996



I am going to tell you a tale of mathematics . It is based
on a mathematical theory : all the mathematical facts are proven .
Their meaning is put into perspective so as to relate to the reality
of the world around each of you .

Mathematics are built on numbers . Numbers are familiar to
all of you, are they not? Let us suppose you choose at random a
number between all possible integers, what is the probability that
the first digit is a 1 or a 9 for example . We can all agree that all
digits from 1 to 9 have equal probability 1/9 .

a quantity a will appear in Nature's computing formula under a
product form, like a x a or a x a x a . This means also that the so-
called "real" numbers in mathematics have different properties than
the natural numbers which are produced by Nature . These natural
numbers should indeed be viewed as the real "real" numbers .

Now numbers are used in practice to compute . And for
complex and long computations, one uses a computer . But computers do
not compute exactly!!
Try to compute 1/3 times 3 on your favourite hand-held calculator :
you will not get 1!
This is well known to high school students . But does it matter? Not
always . This is why computers are useful in everyday life .

It matters at singularities . A singularity is a technical
word to describe a discontinuity where something new happens .
Look at this table . On the surface you cannot distinguish between
this point and that point . They all look alike, because the surface
is regular . But you can distinguish between any such point and a
point at the edge . The four edges of the table give it its shape .
At first sight, one could easily dismiss singularities because they
are rare, they are at the border . But they shape the world . You see
me because my shape appears cut on the white back screen .

But what if I choose a number at random in the list of the
heights of the 10 highest mountains in each country of the world?
Then it is another story : the astonishing fact is that the first
digit is 3 times more likely to be 1 than 9! And this would be true
for any set of numbers produced by Nature .
This is the signature that the world is non linear . This means that



Singularities, of course, play a significant role in
Physics . For example, you go from the wave optics of Fresnel to the
geometric optics of Descartes, when the wavelength of light tends to
zero . And this limit is highly singular in mathematical jargon . In
the physical world, this singularity creates beauty . It creates the
glittering of the surface of the sea under the sun . It also creates
the fascinating ever changing patterns that you see on the bottom of
a shallow swimming pool . It makes the stars twinkle at night . And
after a storm, where the sun light is deflected through rain drops
floating in the air, it designs a rainbow in the sky .

Recognising the role of singularities means a complete
thought revolution . A revolution may be historically as important as
the Copernican revolution which put the sun at the center of our
planetary system .
The shift of paradigm occurred gradually in the 20th century, from
1910 to 1980, as scientists began to abandon the prevalent dogma of
continuity and started to focus more on discontinuity - They
realised that new things can emerge only at singularities, that is
at boundaries .
This paradigm shift led to the well popularised theory of chaos .

Chaos appears with non linearity . The same non linearity
which is reflected in natural numbers by Nature .
Chaotic phenomena are highly unstable : the flapping of the wings of
a butterfly in Hong Kong may result in a tornado in Florida 3 weeks
later . More flatly : small causes may bring huge consequences .

Because they are so unstable, such phenomena cannot be computed
exactly, they can only be computed on a computer . But this is good
news : exact computations can be totally misleading when it comes to
the emergence of a new phenomenon . Exact with reference to what? If
we know the exact reference, then it belongs to the past ; it cannot
be new .

Why are unstable phenomena encountered more and more often in high
tech? Because one wants to get a more global view of a phenomenon in
relation with its environment . This is done by coupling .

Two independent basic phenomena can be coupled through a feedbackloop . This coupling creates one single phenomenon of higher
complexity . And the resulting more complex phenomenon has new
properties which can be captured by the computer, but cannot be
captured by the exact arithmetic of mathematics .



You see, it does not always pay to compute right . Specially when one
deals with the emergence of the new . And what is newer under the sun
than a new life?
For conventional Mathematics

is a true statement, but it expresses a static truth .
In the third millennium, it will be understood that it should
sometimes be replaced by the dynamic expression

which is closer to the life experience of every one of you, provided
that the two ones are not identical!

This realisation may lead to more qualitative Mathematics,
to the "Mathematics of Life" which will emerge, no doubt, during the
3rd millennium .



Mathematics are built on numbers .

Singularities shape the world . They give
birth to new phenomena .

Singularities create beauty . They create
the glittering of the surface of the sea
under the sun . They create the ever
changing patterns that are seen on the
bottom of a shallow swimming pool . They
make the stars twinkle at night . And
after a storm, when the sunlight is
reflected through raindrops floating in
the air, they design a rainbow in the
sky .

Out of two independent phenomena,
coupling creates a single phenomenon of
higher complexity .

More qualitative Mathematics will relate
forms, numbers and beauty . The
Mathematics,--- of Life will emerge during
the 3rd millennium .



THE WORLD-VIEW OF THE THIRD MILLENNIUM
-----------------------------------------

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

12.00 Lunch 10.00 - 12.00 Brunch Brunch Brunch Brunch

13.00
Tor Norretranders

12 .00 - 14.00 Gregory Chaitin
&

Francoise Chatelin

Holger Bech Nielsen
&

Lars-Henrik Schmidt

Wallace Chafe
&

Marianne Mithun

Kathryn Roszak
&

Christopher Castle
15 .00 Guided tour 14.00 - 15 .00 Snacks Snacks Snacks Snacks

- 15.00 - 16 .00 Kettlesmith Meeting Kettlesmith Meeting Kettlesmith Meeting Kettlesmith Meeting

16 .00
Theodore Roszak
& Betty Roszak

16.00 - 18 .00 Vitaly Komar
&

Alexander Melamid

Josef Haslinger
&

Louise Lawler

Noboru Tsubaki
&

Haim Steinliach

Matt Mullican
�- . ._

,_ Woody Vasulka
18.00 Dinner 18 .00 - 20 .00 Light meal Light meal Light meal Light meal

- 20.00 - 22.30 Kettlesmith Kettlesmith Kettlesmith Kettlesmith

- 23 .00 - xx.xx Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner



State University ofNewYork at Buffalo

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Mr . Woody Vasulka
Vasulka Corporation
257 Franklin Street
Buffalo, New York 14202

Dear Mr . Vasulka :

I wish to thank you and your colleagues for participating in the Work-Study course
last semester .

The response on the part of the students was very positive . The course evidently
satisfied well one of the principal objectives - that of giving the student a meaning-
ful "hands-on" educational experience . Comments by the industrial advisors have also
been quite favorable .

Detailed remarks include (1) the desirability of a more specific project outline
which would indicate emphasis upon experiment or theory (or both), anticipated involve-
ment in computer +programming, extent of library research, (2) information on the fre
quency and number of hours per week in which the student will be needed at the plant,
(3) development of specific hours - where feasible - for contact between student and
the industrial advisor, and (4) formulation and development of project to fit within
one semester . The last comment is perhaps the most difficult to satisfy - and would
be attainable through experience in this area .

On the basis of the positive response shown here and in industry, the Work-Study
course is being scheduled for the fall semester . I hope that your company will again
participate .

	

Since our students preregister for courses, I am requesting that descrip
tions of proposed projects be in my hands by April 20th . This will help to inform pro-
spective registrants of the range of projects and of our expectations .

I anticipate that projects could be modified in the interval before the fall
semester . It is important, however, to present a representative first listing for
our preregistration period (late April-May) .

DMB/cj

Please feel free to contact me concerning any aspect of the Course .
r

4232 RIDGE LEA ROAD BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14226 TEL.(716) 831-1809

February 23, 1978

Sincerely,

David M . Benenson
Professor

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCES



FAX da : COHNLLIO BRANDINT

Nurnoro di rax : 04/6092426Nuu bar tejephvne : 06/6869705

Ally cortoua atteri4ione di :

	

WOODY VASULKA
N1110 di f%x: 001/5054780614

NU14u11110 di pagine (tncluba la prosente) :

	

I

XXs6AGGI0:

Dear Woody YOsulka,

I confirm Lhe organizatjpn for your COference that you are ivi o8 g n the
13th and 14th of say 1991, in Rome, CentrO Ynternazio nale di $r$i`g, c/oCIRCOLO DXGLT ARfTSTI, Via Monte do-Um Farina 'a0/5l,

1-have already taken care of your stay in Rome
YOUrn f3l thfuUy

GENERAL MANAGER

oaco di riCezioxae non' hiara o incompinta ahiamare i numeri 06/6869705
-8/6892431



SOF-T

	

U inC0

	

I h-f-o
Circolo degli Artisti
Att . : Cornelio Brandini

Thank you for the invitation to be with you in Rome on
13th and 14th of May . I should be arriving to Rome in the
evening of the 12th from Pisa and should be leaving in the
morning on the 15th by plane .

My presentations are usually informal and I use NTSC U-
Matic 3/4 inch videotape . The topics could range from
historically/sociological background in making images
electronicaly, to defying video as art or craft, the
involvment of a computer in artmaking etc . You may have your
own agenda, if so, let me know soon . . .

I have some associates in Rome in Softvideo group, so
please, if they want some information on my activities in
Rome, let them know .

Thanks again

April 18

Woody

1

Dear Cornelio, ~ folt

	

YO k, I
V

A19o,6

	

V ---



PITTSBURGH FILMMAKERS
T H E M E D / A A R T S C E N T E R

March 6, 1989

Mr . Woody Vasulka
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Dear Woody :

What a pleasure it was to have you with us . I am still getting
expressions of gratitude from students, faculty and audience
members, who saw your work and talked with you .

You are truly an experimenter, and an artist of great sincerity
and seriousness . You seemed alarmed when I said I wanted to
kidnap you and keep you here for awhile . I was joking but I was
also serious in that I think that you could provide some much
needed inspiration around here . Well, if we can't have you for a
year maybe we can at least bring you back annually .

I hope you enjoyed your time with us, and that it was helpful to
you to show your work to us . I am sure we will be talking about
you for some time to come .

Sincerely,



4oody Vasulka, Video-Artist in Residence, Media Study, will present three lec-
tures concerned with video-art in Norton Union, room 233 at 3 :00 P .M. , the
first three Mondays of November . The titles and dates of the lectures are :
"Electrons : The Art Material" November 5th,"Time Structure of Electronic Image"
November 12, and "The Television Myth" . This program is presented by the Center
for Media Study.

Mr Vasulka, a native Czech, first studied metal technology and hydraulic mecha-
nics, then switched to film, attending the Film School of Prague from 1959 to
1964. Upon graduation from the Film School he traveled to Algeria and Iceland
where he made several documentary films .

Woody and Steina Vasulka founded and administered "The Kitchen" at the Mercer
Arts Center in New York City . They have presented their work at the Whitney
Museum, the New York Avant-Garde Festival, the Wolper Video Center in Hollywood,
the National Center for Experimental Television in San Francisco, Global Village,
the Video Community Center in Binghamton and Media Study, Inc . in Buffalo.

"ELECTRONS : THE ART MATERIAL't

	

November

'TIME STRUCTURE OF ELECTRONIC IMAGES"

	

November 12

"THE TELEVISION MYTH"

	

November 19



ACM/SIGLA$H-NYU CONFERENCE ON COMPUTING IN THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES
251 Mercer Street, New York University

	

October 21-23, 1977

Cosponsored by ACM/SIGLASH (Association for Computing Machinery/Special
Interest Group in Language, the Arts and Studies in the Humanities) and
the New York University Department of Computer Science .

Friday evening October 21st

5 :00 on, Lobby

	

Registration

7 :30, Room 109

	

COMPUTING IN THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES : IS IT A NEW MEDIUM, A TOOL,
OR A DISTRACTION? Opening Panel .
Tom Chinlund, moderator, Computer Scientist, Columbia University .
Charles Dodge, Composer, Brooklyn College and Columbia University .
Nam June Paik, Video Artist .
Woody Vasulka, Video and Film Artist, State University of New York,
Buffalo.
Kenneth Knowlton, Computer Artist, Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill,
New Jersey.

8 :30, Room 109

	

COMPUTER GRAPHICS : A SCREENING OF VIDEO AND FILM WORKS .
Presented by George Chaikin, Computer Artist ; Brain Research
Laboratory, New York University Medical Center .

VIDEO PROGRAM .
"Wipe Poem's-Patsy Scala

	

6 min .

"Philharmonia" -Tom DeWitt (assisted by Phil Edelstein)

	

10 min.

"Ambiguous Motion" -Kenneth Knowlton (black and white, silent)10 min.

"The Matter" -Woody Vasulka

	

k min.

"C-Trend" -Woody Vasulka

	

10 min.

"Merce and Marcel" -Nam June Paik & Shigeko Kobuta (with contri-
butions by Woody & Steina Vasulka, Nancy Graves, Jean Marie Drot,
Russell Connor)

	

15 min .

"Computer Sampler" -Bill & Louise Etra

"Excerpts from Untitled Video" -Laurie Spiegel

"Temple" -Vibeke Sorensen

"Fresh Fruit

	

from Florida" -Vibeke Gorensen
Roger Meyers

FILM PROGRAM.
Cows -Kenneth Kahn (16 mm.)

Super-8 by Bill & Louise Etra

"Grazing" -Woody Vasulka (16 mm.)

with music by

10 min.

5 min.

5 min.

5 ._min.
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Saturday morning, October 22nd

8 :30 on, Lobby

	

Registration (Coffee served 9 :00-10 :00)

9 :00 on,

	

BOOK DISPLAY .
13th floor

	

Arranged by Joseph Raben, Editor, Computers and the Humanities ,
lounge

	

Queens College, City University of New York .

9 :30, Room 109

	

AN ARTIST'S CHALLENGE : WHY USE THE COMPUTER? The participants will
discuss the role of the computer in the visual arts, in terms of
philosophy, how the computer has affected visual aesthetics, how the
artists on the panel have used the computer to create visual art .
The panelists will use slides, films and videotapes to demonstrate
their points . Discussion with the audience will be encouraged .

Joseph Scala, Coordinator of Computer Graphic Art Program,
Syracuse University .
Larry Bakke, College of Visual and Performing Arts, Syracuse
University .
Tal Streeter, Sculpture Department, State University of New York,
Purchase .

Martha Griffin, Computer Graphics, United Nations International
School, New York .
Agnes Denes, Computer Artist, School of Visual Arts, New York.
Judson Rosebush, Computer Artist, Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering, Syracuse University .

9 :30, Room 102

	

MUSIC TAPE AND TALK SESSION.

Charles Dodge, Composer, Brooklyn College and Columbia University,
moderator.
Emmanuel Ghent-, --Composer, Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey,
"Interactive Compositional Procedures ."

Jon Appleton, Composer, Dartmouth College, "Composers Languagesvs .
Real Time Synthesis ."
Tracy Lind Peterson, Department of Music, University of Utah,
"Report on Recent Work."

William Buxton, Computer Systems Research Center, University of
Toronto, "Towards an Instrument for Both Composition and Performance .

10 :00, Room 101 LITERARY ANALYSIS .

	

The panel will discuss whether the meaning of a
text is essential to its analysis by computer . The question will be
approached from several viewpoints : linguistic, statistical, and
stylistic .,
Joseph Raben, Editor, Computers in the Humanities , Queens College,
City University of New York.

Stephen Waite, Editor, Calculi , Kiewit Computation Center, Dartmouth
College .

Stanley Petrick, Watson Research Laboratory, IBM, Yorktown Heights .
Donald Ross, Department of English, University of Minnesota.

11 :15, Room 109 SOUND AS A DIMENSION OF VISUAL MOVEMENT .

	

Talk and demonstration .

Stephen R. Levine and Sara Bly, Lawrence Livermore Laboratories,
Livermore, California .
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Saturdayaf't-moon and evening, October 22nd

12 :00 on, Lobby

	

Registration

12 :00-5 :00

	

BOOK DISPLAY .
13th floor

	

Arranged by Joseph Raben, Editor, Computers and the Humanities,
lounge

	

Queens College, City University of New York .

1 " 00-5 :00

	

CONTINUOUS OPEN SCREENING OF VIDEO WORKS .
13th floor

	

Arranged by George Chaikin, Computer Artist ; Brain Research
lounge

	

Laboratory, New York University Medical Center .

1 :30, Room 109

	

COMPUTER FASHION SHOW . A collaborative effort by Syracuse University
students in the Experimental Studios Computer Graphic Division,
Textile Design Department, Fashion Design Program, and Fiber Art
Department . The fashions use computer graphics, not only in fabric
patterning, but in some cases in creating the form of the clothing .

Presented by Joseph Scala, Coordinator of Computer Graphic Art
Program, Syracuse University .

2 :30, Room 109

	

CAN A COMPUTER UNDERSTAND NATURAL LANGUAGE? Methods, limits, and
possibilities of computerized language processing .

Christine A. Montgomery, Operating Systems, Inc ., Woodland Hills,
California. (Computer Science)

Naomi Sager, Linguistic String Project, New York University .
(Computational Linguistics)

Marvin Minsky, Donner Professor of Science, Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science Department, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology . (Artificial Intelligence)
George Miller, Professor, The Rockefeller University.

	

(Psychology)

2 :30, Room 102

	

COMPOSITION'AND MUSIC ANALYSIS : COMPUTER TOOLS IN COMMON?

Harry B . Lincoln, Department of Music, State University of New York,
Binghampton .

Hubert Howe, Department of Music, Queens College, City University
of New York.

Gary Nelson, Department of Music, Oberlin College .
Gary Wittlich, Department of Music, Indiana University.

3 :00 and 4 :00

	

DANCE VEMONSTRATION WITH COMPUTER-CONTROLLED LIGHTING.
Studio

	

Mimi Garrard Dance Company . Performance at Ms . Garrard's studio,
(see at right)

	

150 Woorkter Street (corner of Houston Street--see map) .

A system' .of lighting which makes it possible for the lights to be
composed with the same degree of control and nuance as electronic
music . Subtle and rapid fluctuations in the intensity, position,
and color of the lighting are used to blend with or oppose syn
chronized musical and choreographic events .

"Dualities" -performed by Jill Feinberg and Alexander Wang
music by Elnnanuel Ghent
choreography and lighting by Mimi Garrard
computer-controlled lighting system by James Seawright
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Saturday afternoon and evening, October 22nd (continued)

4 :30, Room 109

	

WHY SHOULD A POET USE A COMPUTER? A three-way challenge by three
poets, all of whom write traditional poetry, two of whom also use
the computer to augment their theories of poetry .

	

The session will
be in part a theatrical, multi-media argument, designed to be
entertaining as well as informative .

Patsy Scala, Video Artist and Poet, Adjunct Professor, College of
Visual and Performing Arts, Syracuse University .
Barry Jackson, Poet and Architect, Professor of Architecture,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute .
Stewart Brisby, Pbet and Book Editor, Vice President, LAURAC
Productions, Inc .

8 :00, Theatre

	

CONCERT OF COMPUTER MUSIC AND RECEPTION TO MEET THE COMPOSER.
(see at right)

	

Concert at McMillin Theatre, Columbia University, 116th Street and
Broadway (see map) .

TALK.
Jon Appleton, Composer, Dartmouth College .

WORKS .
"--of Quiet Desperation" - John Melby

"Woburn Story" -Charles Dodge

"In Deserto" -Jon Appleton

"My Blue Sky in California" -Jogi Yuasa

"Chowning" -Dexter Morrill

"Lasted,". -Dexter Morrill

Intermission

"Artifice (On Ferdinand's Reflection)" -Paul Lansky

"Inharmoni.que" -Jean-Claude Risset
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Sunday morning, October 23rd

9 :00 on, Lobby

	

Registration (Coffee served 9 :00-10 :00)

9 :00-1 :00

	

BOOK DISPLAY .
13th floor

	

Arranged by Joseph Raben, Editor, Computers in the Humanities,
lounge

	

Queens College, City University of New York .

10 :00, Room 109 PERSONAL COMPUTING .

TALK.
Carl 'Helmers, Editor, BYTE Magazine, "Computer for Music Generation
and Performance ."

PANEL AND DEMONSTRATIONS : PADDLING YOUR OWN CANOE.
Lou Katz, College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University,
"3-D Graphics and Cheap Animation ." The uses of old-fashioned line-
drawing systems and why three dimensional representations cannot be
faked. How to use cheap equipment to make animated movies .

Bill Etra, Video Artist, Oakland California, "Video Art ."
Steven Dompier, Processor Technology, Emoryville, California,
"New Software ." Programs I would like to see and may or may not be
working on myself.
Rona Gurkevitz, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, Western
Connecticut State College .

	

The use of personal computing technology
for an innovative approach to education .

Bob Radcliffe, Hoboken Computer Works, "Your Neighborhood Computer
Store ." What kind of services and support can an owner get from the
outer world? Does he have to do it all himself, or can he beg,
borrow, steal, trade or buy what he needs?

Leslie Solomon,,-Editor, Popular Electronics, "Bach vs . the 8080."
The time has come to look at computer systems as a tool for things
other than computing. The computer can be a "Black Box" which
enables one to achieve other goals, such as music and speech gener-
ation and manipulation.

11 :15, Room 101

	

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND THE ARTS

George Chaikin, Computer Artist ; Brain Research Laboratory,
New York University Medical Center .
Kenneth kahn, Logo Group, Massachusetts Institute of Technology .
Marvin Mipsky, Donner Professor of Science, Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Stephen Smoaliar, Department of Computer Science, Moore School of
Electrical Engineering, University of Pennsylvania .

Woody Vasulka, Video and Film Artist, State University of New York,
Buffalo .
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Conference Chairman

	

Naomi Sager, Linguistic String.Project, New York University
Conference Manager

	

Judy Clifford, Linguistic String Project, New York University

Program Committee

	

George Chaikin, Tom Chinlund, Charles Dodge, Christine
Montgomery, Joseph Raben, Naomi Sager, Joseph Scala

Badge logo, George Chaikin
Computer-generated banners, Henry Mullish

The concert on Saturday evening was made possible in part by MEET THE COMPOSER .

The Conference gratefully acknowledges technical assistance and the loan of
equipment from the following organizations :

PROJECTIVISION, New York City
Young Filmakers, Inc .-Media Equipment Resource Center, New York City
Alternate Media Center, New York University

THE CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS WILL BE PUBLISHED AS A SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
SIGLASH NEWSLETTER .
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Questions of Materiality

	

3:00-4:40

Chair:

	

Phil Haywood

Panelists :

	

John Conomos
Cathy Payne
Martin Harrison



The Compositional Form

Propositon 1 : Approaching the composition process : The concept of the atom .The
innovations of Pierre Schaeffer : 'Musique Concrete'.

Propositon 2: 'Sonimage' : The interrogation of sound and image relations : the aestho-
political project of Jean Luc Goddard and the concept of the 'Acoustic image' .

Study 1 : The video work of Robert Cahen: Composing time . .From the grain of the
image to the materialisation of the wave form .

Study 2: The video work of Jean Paul Farghier : the video studio and the proposal of
the cube: real 'time', composite space.

Study 3 : The video work of Ann Marie Mieville and Jean Luc Goddard. .

Study 5: Composing narrative: Intellectual Properties: the video work of John Adams.

Study 6: Composing forms: light and heat The compositon of voice. Selected video
works of Bill Viola.

The development of the compositional form in video art. The proposing of the aesthetic
formation of video as 'composition' . The development of an Acoustic approach to
imaging . The intertwiniRiq of sound and image tracks .

The exstension of Percepfion : The affective registers: The manipulation of 'real' time
and the disassociation of the"present. "Presenting' and 'Consciousness' : The
materialisation of motion within space. Cahen and the illusion of motion : the image
and dematerialisation of form - the development of the oscilloscope and the movement
from the grain of the image to the constitution of the image as 'wave' form . The visual
materialisation of the sonic form.

Study 4 : The partial image: composing place, composing memory, in the video work of
'~ MarcelOdenbach



Composition and the concepts of electronic sound. The inventions of 'Musique
Concrete'. The isolation of the 'sonic' object or 'found 'object. The influence of Pierre
Schaeffer in the approach to the compositional form.The innovations of the Paris
Studio in the 1950's.The writings of Pierre Boulez .

Electronic tape and invention: The incremental manipulation of the sonic envelope .

The Acoustic Form : : The physicalisation of sound. Image as sonic form . Hommage to
Goddard. The materialisation of the immaterial world: the visualisation of transient
forms. The 'links' with sound and the 'tricks' of imaging sight and materialisation of
being.

The practice and interrogations of sight and sound: in the work and philosophies of
Jean Luc- Goddard. Goddard and the Acoustic Form. Sdund and Image relations: The
project of 'sonimage' .

The practice and innovation of sound and image relations: the manipulation of real
time ; Jean Paul Farghier and the concept of 'disassociation' .

The Inter-volution of Forms: Synaesthesia. The synthesising of the senses -
aural/visual memory, perceptual experience within the manufacturing of 'real' time .
The inter-evolution of video-form .

'Elan Vital' : The creation of vital forms and the development of a language, the
expression of vital principles-light, breath, life-The contemplation of light and the
continuum of space- spectrum, light, colour in the works of Robert Cahen.The
'passage', 'envelope' of time and the imaging of motion - 'Juste le Temps' and 'Hong
Kong Song'.

	

'

The optics of motion. Researching form through practice . The oscilloscope - the
electronic colour palette -the grading of colour through the wave monitor. The
acoustic register .

The Image Register : The contract with time .

The materialisation of time : The 're-figuring' of physical time.



Real time, virtual time : multiplicity of times [Einstein : Perhaps there is a vast
mumber of times. Between each exists an objectice relation independent of each other.
Each object has one time . Each time and space varies .]

The 'trick' and play with time within sound and image experiments. The
materialisation of 'direct' and 'indirect' time, 'real', 'actual' and 'virtual' time .
Goddard and 'direct' relations within time . The contemplation of time distension and
envelope within film - the experiment of "Sauve qui peut' and the metaphor of the
video studio . To contemplate video through cinema . The ontology and the laoratory of
time in "Sauve qui peut" . The experiments in sounds and images: the
contemplation of association and disassociation of sound and image tracks as
temporal/perceptual expperiment. Phase-shift: the dismantling of traditional
narrative structures to experiment in the contemplation of time and being and social
aesthetic constructs .

What is the compositional form?
The propostitions of the compositional form?
The innovations from film form to electro-acoustic form .
Composing in time : Duration, envelope .
The proposal from montage in- cinema to the constitution of interiority and
exteriority of times within video: the manufacture of time as an atom . Proposing time
within space . The constitution of spatial continuums through the invention of the
wave form in electronic imaging, the infinitive within the shot, the 'mixing' and
'keying' of time .
Acoustic Space, the revelation of the sonic envelope, the manipulation of the sonic
concrete form, fields of fixity, homogenous spaces, smooth/striated spares.[Boulez
Musical form, musical ,invention].
Composing light: Can light. also be matter?The spectrum of colour, light,sound,
breath .
Synaesthesia : proposing the composing of the senses .
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Composing Time & Space

	

2:30-4:30
Chair:

	

Gary Warner

Panelists:

	

Steina Vasulka
Jon McCormack
Gene Youngblood
Stephen Jones



Brian Langer
Electronic Media Arts
P .O . Box 316
Paddington, NSW 2021

Dear Brian,

9 Robinson St .,
East Brighton, 3187

Victoria
Phone 592-6327

21st August 1990

He is a re-worked abstract of my Ausgraph paper submission .
Please let me know if you require further information .

Regards,
401

ion McCormack .

ABSTRACT

The processes involved in the creation of a recently completed 6
minute computer generated film, titled "ENS", will be discussed .
The film relied heavily on custom-written software, which will be
outlined .

A more general discussion of the potential of the new "virtual
space" created within the mathematical and algorithmic world, the
theory, impact and relevance of the emerging science of chaos and
the new geometry of ftactals will also be presented in the
context of computer generated art .

Finally, details of a new project, involving the use of
"artificial life", algorithmic animation and generation of
objects and the use of interactive hyper-media will be presented .

SPEAKER INFORMATION

Jon McCormack holds a B .Sc . honours degree in Applied Mathematics
and Computer Science'trom Monash University and a Diploma of Art
from the film and television school at Swinburne Institute .
Previously he was head of Research and Development at the Video
Paint Brush Company in Melbourne where he worked on development
of new computer techniques for animation production . He has
produced a number of computer generated works, both animated and
still which have been exhibited in Australia and in the U .S . and
the U .K . His latest work is a six minute computer generated film,
titled "ENS" . Currently he is working on a new computer generated
interactive piece, part of the "Interactive Video-Disc Initiative
1990", sponsored by the Australian Film Commission .
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Electronic Arts Aesthetics & Society

	

11 :30-1 :30

Chair:

	

Ross Harley

Panelists:

	

Sally Couacaud
Peter Callas
Woody Vasulka
Ursula Szulakowska



S

PETER CALLAS

"The 'Electonic Horizon'

as an 'Aesthetic' Imperative"

This paper will represent Tokyo as an urban culture in which
electronic images have for the first time developed traits which
make them necessary to life and movement .

The implictions of this "necessity" will be analysed in
relationship to the apparent Japanese strategy for the acquisition
of "real" estate and the symbols of both tele- and cine- visual
culture in the United States and elsewhere in order to suggest that
the way electronic imagery is used in Japan represents a totally
unprecedented form of colonization based on the construction and
acquisition of "virtual" terrain .

A B S T R A C-- T

E L E C T R O N = C A R T
A E S T H E T I C S A 1~T D
S O C = E T Y



CHAPTER ONE

URSZULA SZULAKOWSKA
Dept of Art History
University of Queensland

	

Q 4072
Tel . (07) 377 3048 (W)

(07) 846 4236 (H)

ABSTRACT
Academic Aesthetics and Metaphysics in theories of
Electronic Art : A re-evaluation

The Australian art-world has always over-committed itself to the form
of the painting . A conservative community to an extreme, the
recession currently affecting Australia has only aggravated a long-
standing reluctance to sponsor other types of art-practice . Artists are
economically pressured to produce work which will sell . Work that .
sells has both a recognizable style as well as a handy identikit
theoretical explanation which is easily absorbed by the audience.

Electronic art, including telematics, computer art, cybernetics,
electronic music, film and video-related forms, etc. often produces
neither a commodity end-product, nor a single logo-like style and,
thus, its aesthetic criteria have still to be determined in opposition to
the historical academic/market context. By rejecting such economic
determinants, a field may be cleared for new criteria appropriate to
the electronic medium-- -

There has been little progress in objectively evaluating the quality of
some electronic art. Traditional academia still provides tests of value.
These have never worked, even in assessing photography, a much
older art-form, let alone in that of the radical new arts .

Alternatively, tie tendency has been to eulogize electronic media on
the basis of 'process', especially on an ongoing shared experience of the
creative act by a group of artists. This should not be dismissed since it
has been an essential characteristic of many, though not all, of the
electronic forms, distinguishing them from painting (though not of
film-making etc) . Physics (bent towards metaphysics) has been
plundered in quest of an apologia and explanation of electronic art .

Further, artists and viewers become hypnotized by the structure of the
tools producing the art-work, systems programmes etc. Certainly this
has been a necessary part of induction into electronics .



CHAPTER ONE

The vital question is whether the manner of producing electronic art is
the same as the art-work? Further, is the underlying structure of the
work to be considered the dominant aspect of electronic art., or should
the viewer look for other levels within the work in respect to subject-
matter, creativity etc ? Is the essential character of electronic art.
participatory, almost mystically so? Is it intended primarily for the
artist(s) themselves, or is its nature communal, speaking outwards to
an audience or even only to one single viewer ? Does the viewer have
a passive or active role within this medium ? In short, what. is the
essential nature of electronic art ? Or is this very question merely a
left-over from academic formalism ?
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Practices of Broadcast & Exhibitions

	

10 :30-12 :30

Chair:

	

Julie Foster Smith

Panelists:

	

Eric Gidney
Chris Wyatt
David Watson
Andrew McLennan



C 0 t l E C F 0 F F I N E A R T 5

ERIC GIDNEY, M.A ., B.Sc
Head of Film, Video & Intermedia

LOCATION : City Art Campus, Selwyn Street, Paddington, 2021
POSTAL ADDRESS : P .0 . Rok 259, Paddington, NSW, 2021 Australia
7 E L E P 1i 0 N E :
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ART & TELECOMMUNICATIONS - TEN YEARS ON

Abstract

This paper provides an overview of artists' work with
telecommunications systems . A brief history of some of the
most significant events of the last ten years is
presented . The creative development of the medium by

described and an emergent new paradigm of
interactive work is - discussed in terms of cultural
theories of communication . The author argues that
telecommunications constitutes a new, post-industrial
international 'dimension' and that the nature of artists
work in this medium differs radically from most earlier
art forms .

artists is

-An Australian Perspective

	

by ERIC GIDNEY

Artists are both exploring and defining the medium in
order to gain a better understanding of its parameters .
Although interest j has been limited so far by both
technical aAd quality restrictions and the difficulty of
accommodating interactive work within a 'conventional' art
context to date, the use of telecommunications as an art
medium should increase as better visual technologies
encourage greater acceptance of the work . However, the
tradeoffs inherent between technological sophistication,
cost and accessibility are likely to remain problematic .
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Abstract for

THE FIRST AUSTRALIAN MEDIA ARTS CONFERENCE

'Practices of Broadcast & Exhibitions'

As the Museum of Contemporary Art advances towards its
1991 opening on Sydney's Circular Quay, its commitment
to film, TV, video and more recent electronic artforms
is emerging, in promotions, policy and planned
exhibitions .

Plans for Stage 2 of the MCA, a proposed Cinematheque,
are well underway .

I'll briefly outline the MCA's history, and the
opportunitied it will offer artists and audiences when
it opens next year .

More particularly, I'll discuss the Cinematheque
proposal and progress to date . A flexible and
remarkable venue is emerging
. . . thanks to the input of many minds .

DAVID WATSON
PROJECT CO-ORDINATOR : CINEMATHEQUE
16 October 1990
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Spoils of War

In the beginning, there was canned corned beef. More ac-
curately, in the beginning, there was a war, World War II ;
the siege of my hometown, Leningrad ; the Great Hunger,
which claimed more lives than all the bombs, shells, and
bullets together . And toward the end ofthe siege, there was
canned corned beef from America . Swift, I think, was the
brand name, although I may be wrong ; I was only four when
I tasted it for the first time .

It was perhaps the first meat we had had in a while .
Still, its flavor was less memorable than the cans themselves.
Tall, square-shaped, with an opening key attached to the
side, they heralded different mechanical principles, a dif-
ferent sensibility altogether . That key skeining a tiny strip
of metal to get the can open, was a revelation to a Russian
child : we knew only knives . The country was still nails, ham-
mers, nuts, and bolts : that's what held it together, and it
was to stay that way for most of our lives . That's why, there
and then, nobody could explain to me the sealing method
used by these cans' makers . Even today, I don't grasp it
fully. Then and there, I'd stare at my mother detaching the
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key, unbending the little tab and sticking it into the key's
eye, and then turning the key time and again around its axis,
in sheer bewilderment .

Long after their contents vanished into the cloaca, these
tall, somewhat streamlined around the corners (like cinema
screens!), dark red or brown cans with foreign lettering on
their sides survived on many families' shelves and win-
dowsills, partly as aesthetic objects, partly as good containers
for pencils, screwdrivers, film rolls, nails, etc . Often, too,
they would be used as flowerpots .

We were not to see them ever again-neither their
jellied contents nor their shapes . With the passage of years,
their value increased : at least they were becoming more and
more coveted in schoolboys' trade. For a can like this, one
could get aGerman bayonet, a navy belt buckle, a magnifying
glass . Their sharp edges (where the can was opened) cost us
many a cut finger . In the third grade, however, I was the
proud owner of two of them .

If anybody profited from the war, it was us : its children .
Apart from having survived it, we were richly provided with
stuff to romanticize or to fantasize about. In addition to the
usual childhood diet of Dumas and Jules Verne, we had
military paraphernalia, which always goes well with boys .
With us, it went exceptionally well, since it was our country
that won the war.

Curiously enough, though, it was the military hardware
of the other side that attracted us most, not that of our own
victorious Red Army. Names of German airplanes-Junkers,
Stukas, Messerschmidts, Focke-Wulfs-were constantly on
our lips . So were Schmeisser automatic rifles, Tiger tanks,
ersatz rations . Guns were made by Krupp, bombs were cour-
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tesy of 1. G. Farben-Industrie . A child's ear is always sen-
sitive to a strange, irregular sound. It was, I believe, this
acoustic fascination rather than any actual sense of danger
that attracted our tongues and minds to those words. In spite
of all the good reasons that we had to hate the Germans-
and in spite of the state propaganda's constant exhortations
to that end-we habitually called them "Fritzes" rather than
"Fascists" or "Hitlerites." Presumably because luckily we'd
never known them in any other capacity than as POWs.

Similarly, we saw quite a lot of German military equip-
ment in the war museums, which cropped up in the late
forties everywhere . Those were our best outings-far better
than the circus or the movies ; and especially if our demo-
bilized fathers were taking us there (those of us, that is, who
had fathers) . Oddly enough, they were quite reluctant to do
so ; but they'd answer in great detail our inquiries about the
firepower of this or that German machine gun or the types
of explosives used in this or that bomb. This reluctance was
caused, not by their desire to spare gentle imaginations the
horrors of war, or themselves the memories of dead friends
and the guilty feeling of being alive. No, they simply saw
through our idle curiosity and didn't approve of that .

Each one of them-our alive fathers, that is-kept, of
course, some memento of that war. It could be a set of
binoculars (Zeiss!), or a German U-boat officer's cap with
appropriate insignia, or an accordion inlaid with mother-of-
pearl, or a sterling-silver cigarette case, a gramophone, or a
camera . When I was twelve, my father suddenly produced
to my great delight a shortwave-radio set. Philips was the
name, and it could pick up stations from all over the world,
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from Copenhagen to Surabaja . At least that was what the
names on its yellow dial suggested .

This Philips radio was rather portable-by the standards
of the time-a 10-by-14-inch brown Bakelite affair, with said
yellow dial and a catlike, absolutely mesmerizing green eye
indicating the quality of reception . It had, if I remember
things correctly, only six tubes, and two feet of simple wire
would do as its aerial . But here was the rub. To have an
aerial sticking out of a window could mean only one thing
to the police . To try to attach your radio to the building's
main antenna required a professional's help, and that profes-
sional, in his turn, would pay unneeded attention to your
set. One wasn't supposed to have a foreign radio, period .
The solution was a web-like arrangement under the ceiling
of your room, which is what I made. That way, of course, I
couldn't get Radio Bratislava or, moreover, Delhi. But then
I knew neither Czech nor Hindi. And as for the BBC, the
Voice of America, or Radio Free Europe broadcasts in Rus-
sian, they were jammed anyway . Still, one could get pro-
grams in English, German, Polish, Hungarian, French,
Swedish . I knew none of those languages; but then there
was the VOA's Time forJazz, with the richest-in-the-world
bass-baritone of Willis Conover, its disc jockey!

To this brown, shining-like-an-old-shoe Philips set, I
owe my first bits of English and my introduction to the
Jazz Pantheon . When we were twelve, the German names
on our lips gradually began to be replaced by those of
Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald, Cli$Ford
Brown, Sidney Bechet, Django Reinhardt, and Charlie Par-
ker. Something began to happen, I remember, even to our
walk : the joints of our highly inhibited Russian frames
harkened to "swing ." Apparently I was not the only one in
my generation who knew how to put two feet of plain wire
to good use .
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Through six symmetrical holes in its back, in the sub-
dued glow and flicker of the radio tubes, in the maze of
contacts, resistors, and cathodes, as incomprehensible as the
languages they were generating, I thought I saw Europe .
Inside, it always looked like a city at night, with scattered
neon lights . And when at the age of thirty-two I indeed
landed in Vienna, I immediately felt that, to a certain extent,
I knew the place . To say the least, falling asleep my first
nights in Vienna felt distinctly like being switched off by
some invisible hand far away, in Russia .

It was a sturdy machine . When one day, in a paroxysm
of anger at my incessant fiddling with various frequencies,
my father threw it on the floor, its frame came apart, but it
kept receiving . Because I wouldn't dare take it to a profes-
sional radio mechanic, I tried to repair that Oder-Neisse-
like crack as best I could, using all sorts of glue and rubber
bands ; but from then on, it existed in the form of two some-
what loosely connected bulky halves . Its end came when the
tubes gave out, although once or twice I managed to track
down their analogues through the grapevine of friends and
acquaintances . Yet even when it became just a mute box, it
still remained in our family-as long as the family itself
existed . In the late sixties, everyone bought a Latvian-made
Spidola, with its telescopic antenna and all sorts of transistors
inside . Admittedly, it had better reception and was more
portable . Still, I saw it once in a repair shop with its back
removed . The best I can say about the way it looked inside
was that it resembled some geographic map (roads, railroads,
rivers, tributaries) . It didn't look like anything in particular ;
it didn't even look like Riga .
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IV

But the greatest spoils of war were, of course, films! There
were lots ofthem, and they were mostly of Hollywood prewar
production, with (as we were able to determine two decades
later) Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, Tyrone Power,
Johnny Weissinuller, and others . They were mostly about
pirates, Elizabeth I, Cardinal Richelieu, et cetera-nothing
to do with reality . The closest they approached to our time
was in Waterloo Bridge with Robert Taylor and Vivien Leigh.
Since our government wasn't keen on paying for the rights,
no credits were given and, as a rule, no names of characters
or actors either . The show would start in the following fash-
ion. The light dimmed, and on the screen, in white letters
against a black background, this message would appear : THIS
FILM WAS CAPTURED AS A MILITARY TROPHY IN THE COURSE
OF THE GREAT WAR FOR OUR MOTHERLAND . It would flicker
there for a minute or so ; then the film started. A hand with
a candle in it lit up a piece of parchment with THE ROYAL
PIRATES, CAPTAIN BLOOD, or ROBIN HOOD in Cyrillic on it .
That might be followed by an explanatory note indicating
time and place of action, also in Cyrillic but often fashioned
after Gothic script . Surely this was theft, but we in the
audience couldn't care less . For that, we were too absorbed
in reading subtitles and following the action .

Perhaps just as well . The absence of who was who on
the screen imparted to these films the anonymity of folklore
and the air of universality . They held us in greater sway and
thrall than all the subsequent output of the neorealists or
the nouvelle vague. The absence ofcredits made them openly
archetypal at the time-the early fifties: the last years of
Stalin's rule . The Tarzan series alone, I daresay, did more
for de-Stalinization than all Khrushchev's speeches at the
Twentieth Party Congress and after .
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One should take into account our latitudes, our
buttoned-up, rigid, inhibited, winter-minded standards of
public and private conduct, in order to appreciate the impact
of a long-haired naked loner pursuing a blonde through the
thick of a tropical rain forest with his chimpanzee version of
Sancho Panza and lianas as means of transportation . Add to
that the view of New York (in the last bit of the series that
was played in Russia), with Tarzan jumping off the Brooklyn
Bridge-and almost an entire generation's opting out will
become understandable .

The first thing that came in was, of course, the haircut.
We all turned long-haired at once . That was immediately
followed by stovepipe trousers . Ah, what pains, what sub
terfuge, what effort it cost to convince our mothers/sisters/
aunts to convert our invariably black ballooning postwar
pants into straight-leg precursors of yet unknown Levi's! But
we were adamant-and so were our detractors : teachers,
police, relatives, neighbors, who'd kick us out of school,
arrest us on the street, ridicule us, call us names . That's why
a man who grew up in the fifties and the sixties despairs
today trying to buy a pair of pants; all this ridiculous, fabric-
wasting, baggy stuff!

V

There was, of course, something more crucial to these trophy
movies ; it was their "one-against-all" spirit, totally alien to
the communal, collective-oriented sensibility of the society
we grew up in . Perhaps precisely because all these Sea
Hawks and Zorros were so removed from our reality, they
influenced us in a way contrary to that intended . Offered to
us as entertaining fairy tales, they were received rather as
parables of individualism . What would be regarded by a
normal viewer as a costume drama with some Renaissance
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propswas regarded by us as historical proofofindividualism's
precedence .

Showing humans against the backdrop of nature, a film
always has documentary value . Connoting a printed page, a
black-and-white film does all the more so . Given our closed,
better yet our tightly shut, society, we were thus more in-
formed than entertained. With what keenness did we scru-
tinize turrets and ramparts, vaults and moats, grilles and
chambers that we'd seen on the screen! For we'd seen them
for the first time in our lives! So we took all those papier-
mache, cardboard Hollywood props for real, and our sense
of Europe, of the West, of history, if you will, always owed
a great deal to those images . So much so that some among
us who later would have landed in the barracks of our penal
system frequently improved their diet by retelling plots and
remembered details of that West to both guards and fellow
inmates who'd never seen those trophy movies .

VI

Among those trophies one could occasionally bump into a
real masterpiece . I remember, for instance, That Hamilton
Woman with Vivien Leigh and Laurence Olivier. Also, I
seem to recall Gaslight with the then very young Ingrid
Bergman . The underground industry was very alert, and in
no time one could buy, from a shady character in the public
lavatory or in the park, a postcard-sized print of this or that
actress or actor. Errol Flynn in his Sea Hawk outfit was my
most sacred possession, and for years I tried to imitate the
forward thrust of his chin and the autonomous motion of his
left eyebrow. With the latter, I failed .

Andbefore the twang of this sycophantic note dies away,
let me mention here something else-something that I have
in common with Adolf Hitler : the great love of my youth,
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whose name was Zarah Leander. I saw her only once, in
what was called, then and there, Road to the Scaffold (Das
Herz einer Kdnigin), a story about Mary, Queen of Scots . I
remember nothing about this picture save a scene where
her young page rests his head on the stupendous lap of his
condemned queen. In my view, she was the most beautiful
woman who ever appeared on the screen, and my subse-
quent tastes and preferences, valid though they were in
themselves, were but deviations from her standard . As at-
tempts to account for a stunted or failed romantic career go,
this one feels to me oddly satisfactory .

Leander died two or three years ago, I think, in Stock-
holm . Shortly before that, a record came out with several
Schlagers of hers, among which was a tune called "Die Rose
von Nowgorod." The composer's name was given as Rota,
and it couldn't be anyone else but Nino Rota himself. The
tune beats by far the Lara theme from Doctor Zhivago; the
lyrics-well, they are blissfully in German, so I don't bother .
The voice is that of Marlene Dietrich in timbre, but the
singing technique is far better . Leander indeed sings ; she
doesn't declaim. And it occurred to me several times that
had the Germans listened to that tune, they would not have
been in the mood to march nach Osten. Come to think of
it, no other century has produced as much schmaltz as ours ;
perhaps one should pay closer attention to it . Perhaps
schmaltz should be regarded as a tool of cognition, especially
given the vast imprecision of our century. For schmaltz is
flesh of the flesh-a kid brother indeed-of Schmerz. We
have, all of us, more reasons for staying than for marching .
What's the point in marching if you are only going to catch
up with a very sad tune?
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VII

I suppose -my generation was the most attentive audience
for all that pre- and postwar dream factories' production .
Some of us became, for a while, avid cineastes, but perhaps
for a different set of reasons than our counterparts in the
West. For us, films were the only opportunity to see the
West. Quite oblivious of the action itself, in every frame we
tried to discern the contents of the street or ofan apartment,
the dashboard of the hero's car, the types of clothes worn
by heroines, the sense of space, the layout of the place they
were operating in . Some of us became quite adept at de-
termining the location in which a film was shot, and some-
times we could tell Genoa from Naples or, to say the least,
Paris from Rome, on the basis of only two or three archi-
tectural ensembles. We would arm ourselves with city maps,
and we would hotly argue about Jeanne Moreau's address
in this film or Jean Marais's in another.

But that, as I said, was to happen much later, in the
late sixties. And later still, our interest in films began to fade
away, as we realized that film directors were increasingly of
our own age and had less and less to tell us . By that time,
we were already accomplished book readers, subscribers to
Foreign Literature monthly, and we would stroll to the cin-
ema less and less willingly, having realized that there is no
point in knowing a place you are not going to inhabit . That,
I repeat, was to happen much later, when we were in our
thirties .

VIII

One day, when I was fifteen or sixteen, I sat in the courtyard
of ,a huge apartment complex driving nails into the lid of a
wooden box filled with all sorts of geological instruments
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which were to be shipped to the (Soviet) Far East-where I
myselfwas about to follow, tojoin my team. It was early '1,fav,
but the day was hot and I was bored out of my wits and per-
spiring. Suddenly, out ofoneofthe top floor's open windows,
came "A-ticket, a-tasket"-the voice %vas that of Ella Fitz-
gerald . Now this was 1955 or 1956, in some grimy industrial
outskirt of Leningrad, Russia . Good Lord, I remember
thinking, how many records must they have produced for
one of them to end up here, in this brick-cum-concrete
absolute nowhere, amid not so much drying-up as soot-
absorbing bedsheets and lavender underpants! That's what
capitalism is all about, I said to myself: winning through
excess, through overkill . Not through central planning, but
through grapeshot .

IX

I knew the tune, partly because of my radio, partly because
in the fifties every city youth had his own collection of so-
called bone music. "Bone music" was a sheet of X-ray film
with a homemade copy of some jazz piece on it . The tech-
nology of the copying process was beyond my grasp, but I
trust it was a relatively, simple procedure, since the supply
was steady and the price reasonable .

One could purchase this somewhat morbid-looking stuff
(speak of the nuclear age!) in the same fashion as those sepia
pictures of Western movie stars: in parks, in public toilets,
at flea markets, in the then-famous "cocktail halls," where
you could sit on a tall chair sipping a milkshake and think
you were in the West.

And the more I think of it, the more I become convinced
that this was the West. For on the scales of truth, intensity
of imagination counterbalances and at times outweighs real
ity. On that score, as well as with the benefit of hindsight,
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I may even insist that we were the real Westerners, perhaps
the only ones . With our instinct for individualism fostered
at every instance by our collectivist society, with our hatred
toward any form of affiliation, be that with a party, a block
association, or, at that time, a family, we were more Amer-
ican than the Americans themselves . And if America stands
for the outer limit of the West, for where the West ends,
we were, I must say, a couple of thousand miles off the West
Coast. In the middle of the Pacific .

Somewhere in the early sixties, when the power of sugges-
tion, headed by garter belts, began its slow exodus from the
world, when we found ourselves increasingly reduced to the
either/or of pantyhose, when foreigners had already started
to arrive in planeloads in Russia, attracted by its cheap yet
very sharp fragrance of slavery, and when a friend of mine,
with a faintly contemptuous smile on his lips, remarked that
perhaps it takes history to compromise geography, a girl I
was courting gave me for my birthday an accordionlike set
of postcards depicting Venice .

They belonged, she said, to hergrandmother, who went
to Italy for a honeymoon shortly before World War I. There
were twelve postcards, in sepia, on poor quality yellowish
paper. The reason she gave them to me was that, at about
that time, I was full of two books by Henri de Regnier I'd
just finished ; both of them had for their setting Venice in
winter : Venice thus was then on my lips .

Because the pictures were brownish and badly printed,
and because of Venice's latitude and its very few trees, one
couldn't tell for sure what season was depicted . People's
clothes were of no help, since everyone wore long skirts,
felt hats, top hats, bowlers, dark jackets: turn-of-the-century
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fashions . The absence of color and the general gloom of the
texture suggested what I wanted them to suggest: winter,
the true time of the year .

In other words, the texture and the melancholy it con-
veyed, because so familiar to me in my own hometown, made
these pictures more comprehensible, more real . It was al
most like reading relatives' letters . And I read them and
reread them. And the more I read them, the more apparent
it became that this was what the word "West" meant to me :
a perfect city by the winter sea, columns, arcades, narrow
passages, cold marble staircases, peeling stucco exposing the
red-brick flesh, putti, cherubs with their dust-covered eye-
balls : civilization that braced itself for the cold times.

And looking at these postcards, I made a vow that,
should I ever get out of my native realm, I'd go in winter
to Venice, rent a room on the ground-nay, the water
floor, sit down there, write two or three elegies, extinguish-
ing my cigarettes on the damp floor, so that they'd hiss ; and
when the money was up, I'd purchase not a ticket back but
a Saturday-Night Special and blow my brains out on the
spot . A decadent fantasy, of course (but if you are not dec-
adent at twenty, then when?) . Still, I am grateful to the
Parcae for allowing me to act out the better part of it . True,
history is doing a rather brisk job at compromising geog-
raphy. The only way to beat that is to become an outcast, a
nomad ; a shadow briefly caressing lace-like porcelain colon-
nades reflected in crystal water.

And then there was the Renault ZCV that I saw one day
parked on an empty street in my hometown, by the Her-
mitage's caryatided portico . It looked like a flimsy yet self-
contained butterfly, with its folded wings ofcorrugated iron :
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the way World War Il airfield hangars were and French
police vans still are .

I was observing it without any vested interest . I was
then just twenty, and I neither drove nor aspired to drive.
To have your own car in Russia in those days, one had to be
real scum, or that scum's child : a Parteigenosse, an acade-
mician, a famous athlete . But even then your car would be
only of local manufacture, for all its stolen blueprints and
know-how .

It stood there, light and defenseless, totally lacking the
menace normally associated with automobiles . It looked as
if it could easily be hurt by one, rather than the other way
around . I've never seen anything made of metal as unem-
phatic . It felt more human than some of the passersby, and
somehow it resembled in its breathtaking simplicity those
World War II beef cans that were still sitting on my win-
dowsill. It had no secrets . I wanted to get into it and drive
off--not because I wanted to emigrate, but because to get
inside it must have felt like putting on a jacket-no, a
raincoat-and going for a stroll . Its side-window flaps alone
resembled a myopic, bespectacled man with a raised collar .
If I remember things correctly, what I felt while staring at
this car was happiness .

I believe my first English utterance was indeed "His Master's
Voice," because one started to learn languages in the third
grade, when one was ten, and my father returned from his
tour ofduty in the Far East when I was eight. The war ended
for him in China, yet his hoard was not so much Chinese as
Japanese, because at that end of the story it was Japan that
was the loser. Or so it seemed at the time . The bulk of the
hoard was records . They sat in massive but quite elegant
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cardboard albums embossed with gilded Japanese characters ;
now and then the cover would depict a scantily attired
maiden led to a dance by a tuxedoed gent . Each album would
contain up to a dozen black shiny disks staring at you through
their thick shirts, with their gold-and-red and gold-and-black
labels . They were mostly "His Master's Voice" and "Colum-
bia" ; the latter, however, although easily pronounced, had
only letters, and the pensive doggy was a winner . So much
so that its presence would influence my choice of music. As
a result, by the age of ten I was more familiar with Enrico
Caruso and Tito Scbipa than with fox-trot and tangos, which
also were in abundance, and for which in fact I felt a pre-
dilection . There were also all sorts of overtures and classical
hits conducted by Stokowski and Toscanini, "Ave Maria"
sung by Marian Anderson, and the whole of Carrnen and
Lohengrin, with casts I no longer recall, though I remember
how enthusiastic my mother was about those performances .
In fact, the albums contained the whole prewar musical diet
of the European middle class, which tasted perhaps doubly
sweet in our parts because of the delay in its arrival . And it
was brought to you by this pensive doggy, practically in its
teeth . It took me at least a decade to realize that "His Mas-
ter's Voice" means what it does : that a dog is listening here
to the voice of its owner. I thought it was listening to the
recording of its own barking, for I somehow took the pho-
nograph's amplifier for a mouthpiece too, and since dogs
normally run before their owners, this label all my childhood
meant to ine the voice of the dog announcing his master's
approach . In any case, the doggy ran around the world, since
my father found those records in Shanghai after the slaughter
of the Kwangtong Army. Needless to say, they arrived in
my reality from an unlikely direction, and I remember myself
more than once dreaming about a long train with black shin-
ing records for wheels adorned with "His Master's Voice"
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and "Columbia," trundling along a rail laid out of words like
"Kuomintang," "Chiang Kai-shek," "Taiwan," "Chu Teh"-
or were those the railroad stations? The destination was pre-
sumably our brown leather gramophone with its chromium-
steel handle powered by my measly self. On the chair's back
hangs my father's dark blue Navy tunic with its golden epau-
lets, on the hat rack there is my mother's silver fox clasping
its tail ; in the air: "Una furtiva lagrima."

X111

Or else it could be "La Comparsita"-the greatest piece of
music in this century, as far as I am concerned. After this
tango, no triumph is meaningful, either your nation's or your
own . I've never learned to dance, being both self-conscious
and truly awkward, but I could listen to these twangs for
hours and, when there was no one around, move . Like many
a folk tune, "La Comparsita" is a dirge, and at the end of
that war a dirge rhythm felt more suitable than a boogie-
woogie . One didn't want acceleration, one craved restraint .
Because one vaguely sensed what one was heading for. Put
it down, then, to our dormant erotic nature that we clung
so much to things that as yet hadn't gone streamline, to the
black-lacquered fenders of the surviving German BMWs and
Opcl-captains, to the equally shining American Packards and
bearlike windshield-squinting Studebakers, with their dou-
ble rear wheels-Detroit's answer to our all-absorbing mud .
A child always tries to get beyond his age, and if one can't
picture oneself defending the motherland, since the real
defenders are all around . ones fancy may fly one into the
ineolierent foreign past and land one inside a large black
Lincoln with its porcelain-knob-studded dashboard, next to
some platinum blonde, sunk to her silk knees in the patent-
leather cushions . In fact, one knee would be enough. Some-
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times, just touching the smooth fender was enough. This
comes to you via one of those whose birthplace went up in
smoke, courtesy of a Luftwaffe air raid, from one of those
who tasted white bread for the first time at the age of eight
(or, if this idiom is too foreign for you, Coca-Cola at thirty-
two) . So put this down to that dormant eroticism and check
in the yellow pages where they certify morons.

X1V

There was that wonderful khaki-green American thermos
made of corrugated plastic, with a quicksilver, mirrorlike
glass tube, which belonged to my uncle and which I broke
in 1951 . The tube's inside was an optical infinity-generating
maelstrom, and I could stare at its reflections ofitself in itself
forever . That's presumably how I broke it, inadvertently
dropping it on the floor . There was also my father's no less
American flashlight, also brought from China, for which we
pretty soon ran out of batteries, but its shining refractor's
visionary clarity, vastly superior to the properties of my eye,
kept me in thrall for most of my school years. Eventually,
when rust started to fray its rim and its button, I took it
apart and, with a couple of magnifying lenses, turned its
smooth cylinder into a totally blind telescope . Therewas also
an English field compass, which my father got from some-
body with one of those doomed British PQs he'd meet off
Murmansk. The compass had a phosphorescent dial and you
could read its degrees under a blanket. Because the lettering
was Latin, the indications had the air of numerals, and my
sense was that my position's reading was not so much ac-
curate as absolute . That's perhaps what was making that
position. unpalatable in the first place. And then there were
my father's Army winter boots, whose provenance (Ameri-
can? Chinese? certainly not German) I can't recall now. They
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were huge, pale yellow buckskin boots lined with what
looked to me like coils of lamb's wool . They stood more like
cannonballs than shoes on his side of the king-size bed, al-
though their brown laces never were tied, since my father
wore them only at home, instead of slippers ; outside, they'd
call too much attention to themselves and therefore their
owner. Like most of that era's attire, footwear was supposed
to be black, dark gray (boots), or, at best, brown. Up to the
ig2os, I suppose, even up to the thirties, Russia enjoyed
some semblance ofparity with the West as regards existential
gadgetry and know-how . But then it snapped. Even the war,
finding us in a state of arrested development, failed to fish
us out of this predicament. For all their comfort, the yellow
winter boots were anathema on our streets . On the other
hand, this made these shizi-like monsters last longer, and as
I grew up, they became a point of contention between my
father and me. Thirty-five years after the war they were good
enough for us to argue at length about whose right it was to
wear them . In the end he won, because he died with me
far away from where they stood.

XV

Among flags we preferred the Union Jack ; among cigarette
brands, Camel; Beefeater among liquors. Clearly our choice
was dictated by sense of form, not substance . We can be
forgiven, though, because our familiarity with the contents
was marginal, because what circumstances and luck were
offering didn't constitute choice . Besides, we weren't so
much a mark vis-a-vis the Union Jack and, moreover, vis-a-
vis Camels . As for Beefeater gin bottles, a friend of mine
observed upon receiving one from a visiting foreigner that
perhaps in the same way we get kicks from their elaborate
labels, they get their kicks from the total vacancy on ours .
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I nodded in agreement. He then slid his hand under a pile
of magazines and fished out what I seem to remember as a
Life magazine cover. It depicted the upper deck ofan aircraft
carrier, somewhere on the ocean. Sailors in their white tops
stood on the deck looking upward-presumably at a plane
or chopper from which they had been photographed . They
stood in formation . From the air, the formation read :
E =me'. "Nice, isn't it?" said my friend . "Uh-huh," I said .
"Where was it taken'?" "Somewhere in the Pacific," he said .
"Who cares?"

XV1

Let's turn the light off, then, or let's shut our eyes tight .
What do we see? A U . S . aircraft carrier in the middle of the
Pacific . And it's me there on the deck, waving . Or by the
2CV'S wheel, driving. Or in the "green and yellow basket"
rhyme of Ella's singing, etc., etc. For a man is what he loves.
That's why he loves it : because he is a part of it . And not a
man only . Things are that way, too. I remember the roar
produced by the then newly opened, imported from Lord-
knows-where, American-made laundromat in Leningrad
when I threw my first blue jeans into a machine. There was
joy of recognition in that roar ; the entire queue heard it . So
with eyes shut let's admit it : we recognized something in
the West, in the civilization, as our own; perhaps even more
so there than at home. What's more, it turned out that we
were prepared to pay for that sentiment, and quite dearly
-with the rest of our lives . Which is a lot, of course . But
anything less than that would be plain whoring. Not to men-
tion that, in those days, the rest of our lives was all we had.

1986


